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INTRODUCTION: Signal processing in the brain
involves the concerted dynamics of multiple
distinct cell subtypes that belong to excit-
atory and inhibitory neuron populations. To
uncover how they synergize their activities
in real time, it is important to record the volt-
age dynamics of multiple identified subtypes
simultaneously. Genetically encoded fluores-
cent voltage indicators (GEVIs) are ideally
suited to reveal the millisecond-scale activa-
tion dynamics of one ormore genetically iden-
tified neuron types in awake animals.

RATIONALE:Wepreviously introduced the green
and red fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET)–opsinGEVIsAce-mNeonandVARNAM,
which are fusion proteins of voltage- sensitive
rhodopsin from Acetabulariawith bright fluo-
rescent proteinsmNeonGreen andmRuby3, re-
spectively. Ace-mNeon and VARNAM exhibit
fluorescence decreases during voltage depolar-
ization events such as action potentials (APs)
and together constitute a pair of mutually com-
patible GEVIs that can be genetically targeted
to two distinct neuron types for simultaneous
dual-color voltage recordings. Using protein
engineeringandhigh-throughput voltage screen-
ing,weuncovered the second-generationGEVIs
Ace-mNeon2 and VARNAM2, which have im-

proved voltage sensitivities. We also identified
the respective reverse response-polarity variants,
pAce and pAceR, which exhibit fluorescence
increases during APs. We reasoned that the
four new indicatorsmake up a suite ofmutually
compatible tools for multipopulation voltage
recordings in behaving animals. When tar-
geted to distinct neuron types, the indicators
enable unambiguous cell-type identification
from the voltage readout based on their fluo-
rescence spectra, optical spike polarity, or both.

RESULTS: Our improved indicators exhibit en-
hanced voltage sensitivities to enable low-
power (<25 mW mm−2) recordings of spiking
and transmembrane voltage dynamics from
>50 individual neurons at a time in running
mice and ~30-min continuous imaging in flies.
Ace-mNeon2 voltage imaging from ~1200 neu-
rons revealed visual cortical cell type–specific
responses to behavioral-state transitions in
awake mice. Cortical interneurons expressing
somatostatin (SST) exhibited the most pro-
found activation during a quiescence-to-arousal
transition. Further, using simultaneous dual-
polarity voltage recordings with Ace-mNeon2
andpAce,we examined the functional dynamics
of pairs of neuron types. We unveiled a time-
varying, state-dependent mutual antagonism

in the voltage dynamics of SST- and vasoactive
intestinal peptide (VIP)–expressing interneurons.
In the hippocampus, dual-polarity voltage

imaging uncovered the differential contribu-
tions of distinct cell classes to the local field
potential (LFP). Spiking in entorhinal cortex
(EC)–projecting neurons, but not in SST in-
terneurons, consistently phase-locked to the
LFP. Moreover, using dual-color voltage im-
aging, we found that anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC)– and EC-projecting excitatory subclasses
differ in their responses to state change; the
former uniformly increase their firing rates,
but the latter do not.
Finally, by combining dual-polarity and dual-

color imaging using three mutually compatible
sensors from our suite, we extracted the si-
multaneous, real-time voltage dynamics of
three neuron types. These subtypes belong to
excitatory and inhibitory interneuronal sub-
populations in the visual cortex and hippo-
campus of running mice.

CONCLUSION: Our work reveals functional
correlations between targeted neuron types
in visual cortical circuits during altered be-
havioral states as well as the contributions of
distinct cell subclasses to hippocampal LFPs in
running mice. Together, our findings bench-
mark multipopulation voltage imaging for
investigations of the concerted dynamics of
multiple cell classes in behaving animals.▪
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Dual-polarity imaging of the simul-
taneous voltage dynamics of two
neuron types in running mice.
Newly characterized negative- and
positive-polarity GEVIs enable
unambiguous identification of neu-
ron types based on the optical spike
polarity in single-color voltage imag-
ing. Using this technique, we uncover
a state-dependent antagonism
between visual cortical SST and VIP
interneurons as well as relative con-
tributions to the LFP from hippocam-
pal excitatory and inhibitory
neurons. N81S, Asn81→Ser; R78K,
Arg78→Lys; S81D, Ser81→Asp; D92N,
Asp92→Asn; W178F, Trp178→Phe;
LED, light-emitting diode; PN,
pyramidal neuron. 500 ms
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Genetically encoded fluorescent voltage indicators are ideally suited to reveal the millisecond-scale
interactions among and between targeted cell populations. However, current indicators lack the requisite
sensitivity for in vivo multipopulation imaging. We describe next-generation green and red voltage
sensors, Ace-mNeon2 and VARNAM2, and their reverse response-polarity variants pAce and pAceR. Our
indicators enable 0.4- to 1-kilohertz voltage recordings from >50 spiking neurons per field of view in
awake mice and ~30-minute continuous imaging in flies. Using dual-polarity multiplexed imaging, we
uncovered brain state–dependent antagonism between neocortical somatostatin-expressing (SST+) and
vasoactive intestinal peptide–expressing (VIP+) interneurons and contributions to hippocampal field
potentials from cell ensembles with distinct axonal projections. By combining three mutually compatible
indicators, we performed simultaneous triple-population imaging. These approaches will empower
investigations of the dynamic interplay between neuronal subclasses at single-spike resolution.

T
he dynamic interplay of multiple excit-
atory and inhibitory neuronal subtypes
is central to how the brain processes in-
formation. During motor or sensory pro-
cessing, the external environment and

an animal’s internal state can affect the ac-
tivity of neocortical interneurons, which in
turn modulate excitatory projection neurons
(1–5). Likewise, in the hippocampus, differ-
ent ensembles of projection neurons exhibit
state-dependent changes in spiking activity
related to learning and memory (6–9). How-
ever, how different neural subclasses coordi-
nate their dynamics in real time remains poorly
understood, owing to an inability to measure
the spiking activity of two or more genetically
defined or projection-targeted neural ensembles
simultaneously.
Genetically encoded voltage indicators (GEVIs)

enable targeted recordings of spiking and sub-
threshold activity with submillisecond tempo-
ral precision (10–12). Although extensive protein
engineering has spawned a host of new sensors
(13–24), existing GEVIs are not optimized for

concurrent, targeted recordings from two or
more neuron types in behaving animals.
We previously introduced the green and red

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)–
opsin GEVIs Ace-mNeon and VARNAM (17, 18).
FRET-opsin GEVIs are fusions of a bright
fluorescent protein (FP; the FRET donor) to a
transmembrane opsin with a voltage-sensitive
light absorption spectrum (the FRET acceptor)
(25, 26). This modular design enables voltage
imaging in live animals with a high dynamic
range of fluorescence signaling but at far-
lower illumination levels (~25mWmm−2) than
those (1 to 10 Wmm−2) required by opsin volt-
age indicators (16, 19, 22, 23, 27). Imaging
studies using FRET-opsins have generallymon-
itored the time-dependent emissions of the
bright FRET donor but not those of the opsin
FRET acceptor, because the latter’s fluores-
cence is too dim to augment the detection of
voltage signals. Thus, only one fluorescence
channel is needed to image a FRET-opsin
GEVI, with excitation and emission wave-
length bandwidthsmatching those of the bright
donor (17, 18, 25). Ace-mNeon and VARNAM
comprise a fusion of the Acetabularia (Ace)
rhodopsin (17, 18) to the bright FPmNeonGreen
(28) or mRuby3 (29), respectively. Notably,
Ace-mNeon and VARNAM have demonstra-
ted optical compatibility for concurrent re-
cordings in live flies (18).

Protein engineering of negative- and
positive-polarity FRET-opsins

To improve the sensitivities of Ace-mNeon
and VARNAM for recordings in awake mice,
we performed protein engineering and high-
throughput screening of voltage responsivity

in excitable human embryonic kidney (HEK)
cells (Fig. 1, A and B) (18, 30, 31). Our screening
platform scores GEVIs for brightness, voltage
sensitivity, and kinetics in a plate-based format,
achieving a capacity of 120 unique variants per
day with a sample content of ~2000 cells per
variant (18).
InAce-mNeon andVARNAM, depolarization-

dependent quenching by Ace of fluorescence
from the FP leads to depolarization-evoked
fluorescence decreases as the readout of volt-
age changes. To improve voltage sensitivity,
we sought to enhance the FRET transfer by
optimizing the Ace-FP linker (32). In Ace-
mNeon, we also performed site-saturation
mutagenesis at AceN81 (Asn81) and screened a
library of N81X positional mutants (where X
is any amino acid) (Fig. 1A and fig. S1) (18).
Screening of mutagenic libraries uncovered
variants with increased response amplitudes
(Fig. 1B and fig. S2). Ace-mNeon N81S G229Y
(Asn81→Ser and Gly229→Tyr) and VARNAM
D228W D229R G231I (deletion of Trp228 and
Arg229, andGly231→Ile) (henceforth,Ace-mNeon2
and VARNAM2, respectively) exhibited signif-
icantly improved fluorescence responses to
depolarizing voltages compared with their
predecessors in patch-clamp recordings from
transfected cells [the ratio of fluorescence
change to baseline fluorescence (DF/F) values
for 120-mV steps were (mean ± SEM) −31.3 ±
0.7% for Ace-mNeon2 (n = 13 cells) versus
−13.9 ± 0.6% for Ace-mNeon (n = 11 cells), P <
0.0001, Mann-Whitney test; and −22.9 ± 0.7%
for VARNAM2 (n = 13 cells) versus −14.1 ± 0.5%
for VARNAM (n = 8 cells), P < 0.0001, Mann-
Whitney test] (Fig. 1, C and D; figs. S3 to S5;
and table S1).
We next screened a library of Ace-mNeon2

D92X positional mutants, owing to the highly
conserved role of the N81/D92 (D, Asp) pair
in opsin proton-pumping and photosensing
(33, 34). We uncovered several variants with
response polarity reversals that exhibited flu-
orescence increases during depolarization (fig.
S6). Although the best-performing positive var-
iantAce-mNeon2D92Nexhibited slower kinetics,
reciprocal S81X saturation mutagenesis re-
vealed kinetics rescue mutants (figs. S6 and S7).
Among them, the S81D mutant also provided
the largest voltage sensitivity. The 92N/81D
reversed polarity phenotype is transposable
across other Ace-based indicators, including
VARNAM and Voltron (13, 18).
For further engineering, we targeted resi-

dues lining Ace’s photosensing helix C, amino
acids involved in stabilizing its voltage-sensitive
intermediate state, and those near the chromo-
phore (Fig. 1A and fig. S1) (34–36). Voltage
screening of mutagenic libraries uncovered
positive variants with enhanced sensitivities
(fig. S8). Ace-mNeon2 R78K S81DD92NW178F
and VARNAM2 R78E S81D D92N, henceforth
pAce (positive Ace) and pAceR (positive Ace in
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Fig. 1. Design and characterization of Ace-mNeon2, VARNAM2 and reverse
polarity variants pAce and pAceR. (A) Crystal structure of Ace [Protein Data
Bank (PDB) ID 3AM6], showing residues targeted for site-directed saturation
mutagenesis on Ace-mNeon and VARNAM. The seven transmembrane helices
are labeled A to G. Amino acids R78 through I94 on helix C and specified loci on
other helices were targeted. A, Ala; W, Trp; R, Arg; I, Ile; S, Ser; E, Glu; D, Asp.
(B) Distribution of fluorescence responses to field stimulation acquired from spiking
HEK cells expressing Ace-mNeon (top) and VARNAM (bottom) variants obtained
on the high-throughput platform. (C) Schematic representations of Ace-mNeon2,
pAce, VARNAM2, and pAceR constructs, depicting the point mutations in Ace and
the Ace-FP linker. SI is Ser, Ile; SY is Ser, Tyr; and TS is Thr, Ser. (D) DF-DV curves

obtained using whole-cell recordings and concurrent fluorescence imaging of
HEK cells transfected with Ace-mNeon, Ace-mNeon2, and pAce (top) and
VARNAM, VARNAM2, and pAceR (bottom). Values represent mean ± SEM.
(E) In vivo voltage imaging (left) through a transparent surgical window
implanted on a fly head (graphic on right). Each of the indicators was selectively
expressed in a PPL1-g2a′1 dopaminergic neuron using a split-GAL4 system (center).
The yellow dashed box indicates the axonal region of PPL1-g2a′1. Scale bars,
200 mm (left) and 20 mm (right). (F) Representative recordings from PPL1-g2a′
1 using the four GEVIs, showing odor-evoked spiking elicited by 5-s delivery
(gray shading) of 5% isoamyl acetate (IAA). (G) Spiking rates (mean ± SEM) during
odor delivery and raster plots of individual trials in (F) (n = 10 trials, two trials
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Red), exhibited DF/F values of 36.6 ± 0.7%
(mean ± SEM) and 33.4 ± 1.1% (n = 11 cells
each), respectively, per 120 mV in cultured
HEK cells (Fig. 1, B to D; and figs. S5, S9, and
S10) (E, Glu; F, Phe; K, Lys). Because these pos-
itive variants have the same signaling dynam-
ic range as Ace-mNeon2 and VARNAM2 but
in the opposite direction, they have slightly
lower resting fluorescence intensities than the
latter and reduced resting-state photobleach-
ing, similar to other positive GEVIs (fig. S11)
(14, 37).
All indicators except pAceR showed sub-

millisecond kinetics at room temperature
(fig. S5 and table S1). Overall, Ace-mNeon2,
VARNAM2, and pAce exhibited the largest
effective DF/F (%) for single action poten-
tials (APs) compared to prior negative- and
positive-polarity GEVIs in 1-ms impulse re-
sponse computations (fig. S12 and table S1).

Sensor characterization in awake
flies and mice

For voltage imaging in live animals for all
studies described in this paper, we used high-
speed (400 or 600 Hz in mice, 1 kHz in fruit
flies), widefield one-photon epifluorescence
microscopy. We first expressed each of our
four GEVIs in the PPL1-γ2a′1 dopaminergic
neuron in flies, in which they reported spon-
taneous and odor-evoked spiking with com-
parable baseline- and evoked spike rates (Fig.
1, E to G). Compared with their red counter-
parts, the green GEVIs exhibited greater re-
sponse amplitudes and values of d′, a signal
detection theory metric that characterizes how
the ratio of fluorescence signals to background
fluctuations sets the spike detection fidelity
(38) [DF/F, d′ (mean ± SEM): 3.1 ± 0.2%, 14.5 ±
1.4 (Ace-mNeon2); 4.0 ± 0.1%, 13.4 ± 0.8 (pAce);
1.1 ± 0.1%, 7.4 ± 0.4 (VARNAM2); 0.9 ± 0.03%,
6.5 ± 0.3 (pAceR)]. We also compared the per-
formance of all four GEVIs in the PPL1-a′2a2
neuron, where they had greater d′ values
than their parent indicators Ace-mNeon and
VARNAM [~10.8 (Ace-mNeon2), ~8.7 (pAce),
~7.0 (VARNAM2), and ~6.7 (pAceR) versus re-
ported values of ~6.9 (Ace-mNeon) and ~6.6
(VARNAM)] (fig. S13) (18). The higher DF/F
values and superior photostability of pAce
enabled extended duration (30 min) contin-
uous recordings with stable d′ values through-
out imaging sessions with illumination powers
of ~5 mW mm−2 (fig. S14).

For studies in live mice, our epifluorescence
imaging methodology was designed to allow
cellular resolution recordings in cortical brain
tissue and to reduce both tissue autofluo-
rescence and background fluorescence from
scattered or out-of-focus indicator emissions.
Specifically, we (i) were able to use modest illu-
mination intensities (typically, 25 mWmm−2),
owing to the high brightness of our indicators;
(ii) achieved relatively sparse fluorescence la-
beling (<370 labeled cells per mm2) by target-
ing specific cell classes through virallymediated
projection targeting or using cell type–specific
Cre- or Flp-driver mouse lines (39–42); and
(iii) generated soma-targeted versions of Ace-
mNeon2, VARNAM2, pAce, and pAceR, which
mainly trafficked to cell body membranes
(Fig. 1H) (43). With this labeling and traffick-
ing approach, <4.2% (and usually much less) of
the area of each imaging plane was occupied
by labeled cell bodies. Further, for data analy-
ses, we used automated algorithms designed to
extract neuronal activity traces with minimal
contamination from physiologic artifacts or
background activity (44–46) (fig. S15 and Ma-
terials and methods).
We expressed each of our four GEVIs in

vasoactive intestinal peptide–expressing (VIP+)
interneurons in primary visual cortex (V1), in
which they successfully reported single action
potentials (Fig. 1, H and I). The DF/F values
per spike (mean ± SEM) were −16.5 ± 1.9% for
Ace-mNeon2 (n = 127 spikes), 10.7 ± 1.4% for
pAce (n = 87 spikes), −7.3 ± 1.2% for VARNAM2
(n = 49 spikes), and 3.2 ± 0.5% for pAceR (n =
48 spikes).
To record stimulus-evoked activity, we used

axonal projection targeting to express our best-
performing GEVI, Ace-mNeon2, in a sparse
subset of V1 layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons
(PNs) ~100 to 200 mm beneath the pia (Fig.
2E). Specifically, we targeted PNs projecting to
the anteromedial visual cortical area (AM)
(39, 42) by injecting an adeno-associated virus
(AAV) expressing Cre-dependent Ace-mNeon2
into area V1 of wild-typemice alongwith a retro-
grade AAV expressing Cre under the CaMKII
promoter into the AM. Voltage imaging of these
V1→AM projecting neurons during presenta-
tions of drifting grating visual stimuli revealed
the cells’ orientation-selective visual responses
(Fig. 1J).
To showcase imaging of neural ensemble

dynamics, we used Cre-driver mice to target

Ace-mNeon2 to neuron-derived neurotrophic
factor–expressing (NDNF+) interneurons, ~50
to 70 mm below the pia (41, 47, 48) (Fig. 2B),
and recorded spiking in up to 51 cells at once
(Fig. 1K) for 4 to 5 min continuously (fig. S16).
Similarly, using other Cre- or Flp-driver lines,
we respectively targeted Ace-mNeon2 or pAce
to layer 2/3 somatostatin-expressing (SST+)
interneurons [~200 to 350 mm deep (40)] or
VIP+ interneurons [~50 to 300 mm below the
pia (49)] to capture voltage signals frommulti-
ple cells of each neuron type (Fig. 2, C and D;
and fig. S17). Across these different cortical
subtypes, d′ values ranged from 9.9 to 17.5,
implying spike detection error rates ranging
from 0.04 spike min–1 to infinitesimal values
(fig. S18) (38). This high level of spike detection
fidelity allowed us to extract spike trains and
spike timing estimates that were invariant to
the use of different cell-extraction algorithms
(fig. S15, A, B, D, and G).

Voltage imaging of visual cortical ensembles
during behavioral state transitions

In neocortex, interneuron activity is strongly
influenced by an animal’s internal state and,
in turn, modulates excitatory cells (1–5). How-
ever, the extent to which different interneuron
types respond to state transitions and how dis-
tinct brain states affect the millisecond-scale in-
teractions between subtypes remain unknown.
To address these questions, we selectively

targeted Ace-mNeon2 to NDNF+, VIP+, or SST+

interneurons in area V1, or to V1→AM proj-
ecting neurons, by using the samemouse lines
and viruses as described earlier in the text
(Fig. 2A) (40, 41). Voltage imaging in V1 of
awake, head-restrained mice revealed sponta-
neous spiking rates (mean ± SEM) of 4.72 ±
0.01 Hz for NDNF+ neurons (n = 192 cells,
seven mice), 6.52 ± 0.23 Hz for VIP+ neurons
(n = 49 cells, five mice), 4.71 ± 0.21 Hz for SST+

neurons (n = 43 cells, five mice), and 0.93 ±
0.34 Hz for PNs (n = 53 cells, five mice). These
values are consistent with estimated spike
rates of V1 layer 2/3 PNs and SST+ cells ob-
tained using electrophysiological recordings
in awake mice (4, 50). Likewise, the higher
spontaneous firing rates of VIP+ versus SST+

interneurons have been observed across dis-
tinct cortical areas (51, 52).
To induce a change in brain state by in-

creasing arousal, we delivered a brief air puff
to themouse’s back while monitoring its pupil
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per fly). (H) Confocal images from coronal cortical slices of V1 PNs expressing
the indicated sensors. Scale bar, 5 mm. (I) Example fluorescence traces showing
spontaneous spiking obtained from awake, head-restrained mice selectively
expressing the indicators in V1 VIP+ interneurons (left); the boxed areas on the
traces shown at an expanded time scale (center); and optical spike waveforms
(mean ± SEM) (right) [n = 5 neurons per condition ranked in order of decreasing
signal-to-noise ratios, three mice each (Ace-mNeon2 and pAce) and two mice each
(VARNAM2 and pAceR)]. (J) Example visual responses from layer 2/3 PNs to

drifting gratings presented at eight different orientations, acquired using Ace-
mNeon2 in an awake mouse. Arrows indicate stimulus orientation. Gray shading
denotes stimulus periods. (K) Representative epifluorescence image of a single field
of view from a NDNF-Cre+ mouse expressing Cre-dependent soma-targeted Ace-
mNeon2 in V1 (scale bar, 50 mm) (top) and DF/F traces showing spontaneous
activity from the numbered cells (bottom). Fluorescence traces are inverted for
visualization. The region enclosed by the dashed box is shown at an expanded time
scale on the right for select cells. Gray ticks denote identified spikes.
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diameter, which is a commonly used, simple
metric of arousal (Fig. 2A) (53, 54). The evoked
arousal was often accompanied by the onset of
locomotion and robustmodulations of spiking
across all neuron classes studied (Fig. 2, B to E).
However, the distinct cell classes differed re-

garding both the fractions of cells that increased
or decreased their spiking and themagnitudes
of spike rate modulation (Fig. 2, B to E).
We imaged the spiking dynamics of ~1200

neurons across the different cell types. Upon
arousal, SST+ interneurons exhibited the most

substantial state-dependent modulation, with
78% of SST+ cells increasing their spontaneous
spiking rates and only 13% decreasing their
spiking rates (Fig. 2D). SST+ cells also under-
went the greatest increases in spike rates among
the cell types imaged, from 2.5 ± 0.4Hz (mean ±
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Fig. 2. Ace-mNeon2 voltage imaging unveils state-dependent modulation
of spontaneous firing in excitatory and inhibitory cell types in V1.
(A) Schematic of AAV injection and experimental setup. LED, light-emitting diode;
sCMOS, scientific complementary metal oxide semiconductor. (B) Ace-mNeon2
voltage imaging of NDNF+ neurons during air puff delivery. (a) Confocal
images of soma-targeted Ace-mNeon2 expression in NDNF+ interneurons. Scale
bar, 50 mm. (b) Representative fluorescence-time traces from individual cells
(inverted for visualization purposes). The vertical dashed line in red indicates
air-puff onset. Gray ticks denote identified spikes. (c) Z-scored firing rate
for all NDNF+ interneurons (n = 574 cells, six mice). Cells are arranged in order
of decreasing spike modulation indices (Materials and methods). (d) Firing
rate (mean ± SEM) aligned to air-puff onset for activated (dark blue) and
suppressed (cyan) fractions. Pie chart insets indicate the percentage of cells with

increased (dark blue), suppressed (cyan), or unchanged (white) spike rates
after air puff. (e) Pupil diameter (mean ± SEM). (f) Locomotor speed (mean ±
SEM). (C) Same as (B) for VIP+ interneurons (n = 330 cells, five mice).
(D) Same as (B) for SST+ interneurons (n = 213 cells, six mice). (E) Same as (B)
for PNs (n = 82 cells, four mice). (F) Distribution of pairwise correlation
coefficients of mean firing rates across a sliding 20-ms window, as determined
for 3-s intervals, before (black) and after (red) air puff for NDNF+ interneurons
(2300 cell pairs in the same fields of view, six mice; P = 0.0021; Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed rank test for before versus after air puff). The mean ± SEM
correlation coefficient values are shown above the distribution plots. (G) Same
as (F) for VIP+ interneurons (n = 442 pairs, five mice; P = 0.0011). (H) Same
as (F) for SST+ interneurons (n = 334 pairs, six mice; P < 0.0001). (I) Same as (F)
for PNs (n = 51 pairs, four mice; P = 0.03).
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SEM) under baseline conditions to 22.5 ± 1.2 Hz
after air puff (Fig. 2D). Sixty-three percent of
NDNF+ interneurons also increased their spik-
ing, from 2.6 ± 0.3 to 16.8 ± 0.7 Hz, whereas
28% decreased their spiking after air puff (Fig.
2B). VIP+ neurons and PNs exhibited compa-
rable state-dependent responses, with half of
each population showing increased spiking
(53 and 56%, respectively) and a third show-
ing suppressed spiking (34 and 39%, respec-
tively) after air puff. These latter two classes
also had similar spike rate increases during
arousal (from 3.8 ± 0.5 to 13.7 ± 0.8 Hz for
VIP+ cells and 0.9 ± 0.3 to 11.8 ± 1.6 Hz for
PNs) (Fig. 2, C and E). That each neuron type
that we studied exhibited a subset of cells
that decreased their spiking argues against
the possibility that the net spiking increases
were motion-related artifacts stemming from
the locomotion that often occurred after the
air puff. Further supporting this point, dur-
ing air-puff trials in which there was no loco-
motor increase, we still observed comparable
modulations in neural activity (fig. S19). Among
the cell types imaged, the air puff–evoked
rise in spiking among SST+ cells returned the
fastest toward baseline levels, whereas VIP+

and NDNF+ interneurons, which receive in-
hibitory inputs from SST+ cells (47, 55), re-
turned more gradually to baseline spiking
levels (Fig. 2, B to D).
To characterize the degree of spiking syn-

chronization between the cells of each type,
we computed pairwise correlation coefficients
for the time-dependent spike rates of each cell
pair and compared the distributions of these
coefficients as determined before versus after
air puff. Both SST+ and VIP+ cells exhibited
positive intrapopulation coupling of sponta-
neous activity (56), which rose slightly during
arousal, especially among SST+ cells. By com-
parison, NDNF+ interneurons and PNs showed
weaker intrapopulation correlations (57), which
were unaltered by air puff (Fig. 2, F to I).

Dual polarity multiplexed voltage imaging

Although arousal increases the net spontane-
ous activity of multiple cell subtypes (Fig. 2),
how it alters the fine-scale dynamic relation-
ships between two or more subtypes remains
unknown. Thus, we turned to simultaneous
multipopulation voltage imaging using our
improved GEVIs.
Multipopulation recordings using fluores-

cent Ca2+ or voltage sensors were previously
done by targeting spectrally orthogonal sen-
sors to distinct cell types (18, 58–61). We rea-
soned that a pair of GEVIs operating in the
same spectral channel but with opposite re-
sponse polarities should be mutually compa-
tible, allowing studies of two cell types per
color channel. The cells of each type can be
distinguished by the directionality of their
optical spike waveforms (fig. S20).

We performed dual-polaritymultiplexed volt-
age imaging (DUPLEX) in awake mice, where
we targeted Ace-mNeon2 and pAce either to
two distinct inhibitory or to one excitatory and
one inhibitory cell type by using Cre- and Flp-
dependent expression strategies (Fig. 3A and
Materials and methods). We virally expressed
Cre-dependent Ace-mNeon2 and Flp-dependent
pAce in area V1 of NDNF-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ or
SST-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ double-transgenicmice (Fig. 3,
B toG). Alternatively, we injected recombinase-
dependent Ace-mNeon2 and pAce viruses along
with AAV-CaMKII-Cre into VIP-Flp+ mice (fig.
S21). High-speed epifluorescence imaging in
a single color channel revealed the joint dy-
namics of NDNF+ and VIP+ cells, SST+ and VIP+

cells, or PNs andVIP+ cells, respectively, in these
micewhile theywere awake but head restrained
(Fig. 3, B to G; and fig. S21).
To estimate the degree of functional con-

nectivity within and across cell types, we com-
puted pairwise correlation coefficients for the
time (t)–varying activity traces, DF/F(t), as well
as for the spike rates of cell pairs in the same
fields of view. NDNF+ and VIP+ interneurons
had positive intrapopulation correlations but
NDNF+- VIP+ pairs had virtually uncorrelated
dynamics (Fig. 3, D, H, and I). Themean ± SEM
correlation coefficients were 0.19 ± 0.02 (DF/F)
and 0.15 ± 0.02 (spike rates) forNDNF+-NDNF+

pairs, 0.31 ± 0.04 (DF/F) and 0.29 ± 0.09 (spike
rates) for VIP+-VIP+ pairs, and −0.09 ± 0.04
(DF/F) and 0.02 ± 0.02 (spike rates) for NDNF+-
VIP+ pairs (Fig. 3I), in accord with reports that
the two subtypes may receive distinct inputs or
not strongly target each other (47, 48).
By comparison, DUPLEX imaging of SST+

and VIP+ cells revealed slightly negatively cor-
related intertype dynamics, whereas the in-
tratype dynamics were positively correlated
[mean ± SEM correlation coefficients were
0.37 ± 0.04 (DF/F) and 0.11 ± 0.03 (spike rates)
for SST+-SST+ pairs, 0.51 ± 0.05 (DF/F) and
0.30 ± 0.07 (spike rates) for VIP+-VIP+ pairs,
and−0.22 ± 0.04 (DF/F) and−0.04 ± 0.01 (spike
rates) for SST+-VIP+ pairs] (Fig. 3, G, J, and K).
DUPLEX imaging of PNs and VIP+ cells re-
vealed very low correlations between the two
neuron types [−0.009 ± 0.03 (DF/F) and 0.06 ±
0.02 (spike rates)], whereas the intrapopulation
correlation coefficients were higher [0.23 ±
0.10 (DF/F) and 0.15 ± 0.08 (spike rates) for
PN pairs; 0.32 ± 0.07 (DF/F) and 0.16 ± 0.05
(spike rates) for VIP+-VIP+ pairs] (Fig. 3, L and
M; and fig. S21).
To examine how spiking by one interneuron

subtype relates to membrane potential dy-
namics of cells in the same or another inter-
neuron subtype, we computed cross-correlation
functions between one cell’s spike rate and
the subthreshold part of another cell’s time-
varying activity trace, DF/F(t), averaged over
all pairs of cells of the two subtypes in the same
field of view (fig. S22). The results verified that

SST+ and VIP+ cells had positive intrapopula-
tion correlations, whereas SST+-VIP+ pairs had
negatively correlated dynamics, and that the
dynamics of NDNF+ cells were only weakly
correlated with those of other NDNF+ cells and
VIP+ cells. These results are consistent with
paired recordings in live-brain slices that have
revealed a bidirectional inhibition between
SST+ and VIP+ neurons and nonoverlapping
synaptic inputs to the two subtypes (55, 62).

DUPLEX imaging in hippocampal area CA1

Past studies using GEVIs have assessed rela-
tionships between specific neuron classes and
the local field potential (LFP) in hippocampal
area CA1 (23, 63). Using DUPLEX imaging, we
tracked the concurrent dynamics of two CA1
neuron classes by expressing our two red
GEVIs in distinct cell types (fig. S23) or by
using our two green GEVIs in tandem while
also recording LFPs (Fig. 4A and fig. S24). In
a running mouse expressing Ace-mNeon2 in
entorhinal cortex (EC)–projecting excitatory
neurons in the stratum pyramidale (~150 to
200 mm below a glass window) and pAce in
SST+ interneurons in the stratum oriens (~25
to 150 mm below a glass window), we tracked
10 excitatory and 18 SST+ cells in the same
field of view and distinguished the two cell
types by the opposing polarities of their op-
tical spike waveforms (Fig. 4, B to D). Spike
detection fidelity indices (d′) in CA1 neurons
ranged from 10.6 to 17.6, implying spike de-
tection error rates of 0.007 spike min–1 or less
(fig. S18) (38).
SST+ interneurons had greater baseline spike

rates and burstiness than the EC-projecting
neurons [19.8 ± 1.8 versus 14.7 ± 0.5Hz (mean ±
SEM), P < 0.01] (Fig. 4E). We assessed the ex-
tent to which spiking by the excitatory and
inhibitory neurons was phase-locked to mem-
brane potential oscillations in these specific
cell types or to CA1 LFP signals. Across a total
of 157 neurons, spiking from both cell types
was locked with greater precision to intrapop-
ulation subthreshold oscillations than to the
LFP; notably, SST+ cells and EC-projecting PNs
spiked at distinct phases of their intrinsic
theta (4 to 9 Hz) membrane potential dynam-
ics [13.8° ± 2.6° and −1.3 ± 4.8°, respectively
(mean ± SEM, P < 0.01)] (Fig. 4, F to H). Spik-
ing in EC-projecting cells but not SST+ cells
also consistently phase-locked to the LFP (P <
0.001 and P = 0.82, respectively) (Fig. 4, G
and H).
We next assessed the relationships between

the LFP and the cell type–specific subthresh-
old dynamics, as well as those between the
subthreshold dynamics of the two subtypes.
We found strong subthreshold coherence
between both cell types and the LFP in the
theta frequency band (P < 0.0001 and P <
0.0001, respectively) (Fig. 4, I to L; and fig.
S24, A to D). We also found strong intra- and
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Fig. 3. DUPLEX captures the concerted activation dynamics between cell
types in V1. (A) Schematic of AAV injections and experimental setup.
(B to G) Example DUPLEX recordings from two targeted cortical cell types. (B) and
(E) show raw epifluorescence (top) and activity-mask (bottom) images of single
fields of view from a (B) NDNF-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ mouse expressing Ace-mNeon2 in
NDNF+ interneurons (green) and pAce in VIP+ cells (blue) and (E) SST-Cre+/
VIP-Flp+ mouse expressing Ace-mNeon2 in SST+ interneurons (green) and pAce in
VIP+ interneurons (blue). Active cells are numbered. Scale bar, 50 mm. (C) and
(F) show DF/F traces from the cells numbered in (B) and (E), respectively. Ace-
mNeon2 traces are inverted for visualization purposes. The regions enclosed
by the dashed boxes in (C) and (F) are shown at an expanded time scale to the right.
Gray ticks indicate identified spikes. (D) and (G) show intra- and interpopulation
correlation coefficient matrices of pairwise, zero time-lag correlation coefficients of

the DF/F traces (upper triangle) and spiking rates (lower triangle), determined
using a 20-ms sliding window for the cells in (C) and (F), respectively.
(H) Distribution of pairwise correlation coefficients for DF/F traces (top) and
spiking rates (bottom) across all mice for NDNF/VIP recordings (n = 1795 NDNF-
NDNF pairs, 77 VIP-VIP pairs, and 373 NDNF-VIP pairs; 208 NDNF-neurons and
54 VIP-neurons, five mice). (I) Mean ± SEM pairwise correlation coefficients for DF/F
traces (top) and spiking rates (bottom) for the NDNF/VIP dataset in (H) (n = 17 fields
of view). P values are italicized (one-sample Wilcoxon test against zero). n.s., not
significant. (J and K) Same as (H) and (I) for SST/VIP recordings (n = 28 SST-SST
pairs, 33 VIP-VIP pairs, and 67 SST-VIP pairs; 25 SST+ neurons and 29 VIP+ neurons,
10 fields of view, three mice). (L and M) Same as (H) and (I) for PN/VIP recordings
(n = 17 PN-PN pairs, 34 VIP-VIP pairs, and 61 PN-VIP pairs; 20 PNs and 22 VIP+

neurons, eight fields of view, three mice).
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Concurrent 0.6 kHz DUPLEX imaging
and LFP recordings in hippocampal CA1

Fig. 4. DUPLEX uncovers cell class–specific contributions to the LFP in
hippocampal CA1. (A) Schematic of AAV injections and experimental setup.
(B) Representative raw epifluorescence image (top) and spatial footprint
of negative-polarity signals (green) and positive-polarity signals (blue) of 18 and
10 identified neurons, respectively (bottom). Scale bar, 50 mm. (C) DF/F traces
(bottom) for all the neurons in (B) along with wheel speed and LFP theta
(top). Ace-mNeon2 traces are inverted for visualization purposes. The first 500 ms
are shown at the expanded time scale to the right. Gray ticks denote identified
spikes. (D) Fluorescence trace amplitude distributions for all neurons across all

fields of view. Note the opposite polarities within similar dynamic ranges for
Ace-mNeon2 and pAce. (E) Cumulative distributions of interspike intervals (ISIs)
and firing rates (inset; sp/s, spikes per second) for all recorded neurons
(n = 55 SST+ interneurons and 102 projection neurons, six fields of view, one
mouse). The shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval (CI). (F) Phase
relationships between spike and theta oscillations extracted from the LFP or
cellular transmembrane voltage oscillations for projection neurons and SST+ cells
recorded simultaneously. Shown here are the raw LFP trace (top) and the theta-
filtered (5 to 10 Hz) (center) and unfiltered (bottom) excitatory and inhibitory
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interpopulation coherence in the beta fre-
quency band (15 to 25 Hz) (fig. S24, E to H), in
contrast to the lack of beta frequency band
coherence with the LFP (fig. S24, A to D).

DUPLEX imaging in live flies

To showcase the use of DUPLEX formulti–cell
type recordings across species, we expressed
pAce in the g-aminobutyric acid–signaling
(GABAergic) MBON-g1pedc>a/b neuron and
Ace-mNeon2 in the PPL1-a′2a2 dopaminergic
neuron in fruit flies (fig. S25A). Both these cells
receive excitatory olfactory inputs frommush-
roombodyKenyon cells, andMBON-g1pedc>a/b
also exerts feedback inhibition onto PPL1-a′
2a2 axons (64). When we exposed the double-
labeled flies to odorants, DUPLEX imaging
of PPL1-a′2a2 axons and MBON-g1pedc>a/b
dendrites revealed that MBON-g1pedc>a/b
was strongly activated throughout exposure to
an attractive odor [apple cider vinegar (ACV)]
but wasmore transiently activated by a repul-
sive odor [benzaldehyde (BEN)]. By contrast,
PPL1-a′2a2 was strongly inhibited by ACV
but weakly excited by BEN, in accord with
the known inhibitory connection fromMBON-
g1pedc>a/b to PPL1-a′2a2 (fig. S25, B and C).

Interpopulation correlations of spiking
dynamics during state transitions

We next used DUPLEX to examine how state
transitions affect the interactions between cor-
tical subtypes. In green DUPLEX recordings
fromNDNF+ andVIP+ interneurons in layer 1 of
V1 (~50 to 100 mm below the pia), spike rates
were uncorrelated across the two populations
under baseline conditions (Fig. 5, A to C), and
air puff–induced arousal had no impact on this
uncorrelated behavior [mean ± SEM correla-
tion coefficients: 0.07 ± 0.02 before air puff ver-
sus 0.10 ± 0.03 after] (Fig. 5C). To quantify the
effectsof air puff on the spikingof individual cells,
we also computed a spike modulation index
from −1 to 1 (Material andmethods). Spiking by
NDNF+ andVIP+ cells was significantly positive-
ly modulated by air puff [mean ± SEM; median
values: 0.27 ± 0.02; 0.32 (P< 0.0001, one-sample
Wilcoxon signed rank test against zero) and
0.11±0.03;0.08 (P=0.006), respectively] (Fig. 5D).
In DUPLEX recordings from SST+ and VIP+

interneurons (~200 to 250 mm below the pia),
spikingby the two subtypes became significantly
more anticorrelated after air puff (mean ± SEM
correlation coefficients: –0.02 ± 0.01 before air
puff versus−0.14±0.03 after) (Fig. 5, E toG). The
spikemodulation indices also revealed thatmost

SST+ cells were positivelymodulated by the air
puff [mean ± SEM; median values: 0.43 ± 0.05;
0.57 (P < 0.0001, one-sampleWilcoxon test)],
whereas VIP+ cells imaged concurrently at the
same tissue depth and in the same fields of
viewmore commonly hadnegative values of the
spike modulation index [mean ± SEM; median
values: −0.07 ± 0.05;−0.12 (P = 0.14)] (Fig. 5H).
DUPLEX studies in PNs and VIP+ cells (~150

to 200 mmbelow the pia) revealed uncorrelated
dynamics for these cell classes before and after
air puff (mean ± SEM correlation coefficients
were 0.04 ± 0.02 before versus 0.05 ± 0.02 after
air puff) (Fig. 5, I to K). The spike modulation
indices revealed a small positive modulation
of both populations by the air puff [mean ±
SEM;median values: 0.19 ±0.09; 0.44 (P=0.06,
one-sampleWilcoxon test) and 0.08±0.05; 0.07
(P = 0.14), respectively] (Fig. 5L).

Dual-color voltage imaging of hippocampal
projection neurons

AlthoughDUPLEX can dissect activity patterns
among nonoverlapping populations, such as
discrete excitatory and interneuron subtypes,
when the level of overlap between twoneuronal
subclasses is unknown, their activities can in-
stead be distinguished by simultaneous dual-
color voltage imaging.WeusedAce-mNeon2 and
VARNAM2 to examine the extent to which two
subclasses of CA1 projection neurons, target-
ing distinct cortical regions,modulate their spik-
ing during a rest-to-run behavioral transition.We
expressed Ace-mNeon2 and VARNAM2 in an-
terior cingulate cortex (ACC)– andEC-projecting
CA1 PNs, respectively, using retrograde AAV
labeling. We then performed simultaneous
dual-color voltage imaging in an injected
mouse, which was head restrained on a run-
ning wheel, and used a brief air puff to elicit a
rest-to-run behavioral transition (Fig. 5M).
We imaged a total of 101 ACC-projecting

and 34 EC-projecting neurons from five fields
of view in the same animal, with a single field
of view containing as many as 30 and 13 cells
of the two subclasses, respectively (Fig. 5, M
and N; and fig. S26). Both Ace-mNeon2 and
VARNAM2 captured a diversity of cell dynam-
ics, including isolated spikes, spike bursts, and
subthreshold oscillations.
We assessed whether the ACC- and EC-

projecting cell ensembles haddistinct supra- and
subthreshold dynamics across the behavioral
state transition (6–9). Whereas EC-projecting
cells did not significantly change their spike
rates after the onset of locomotion, ACC-

projecting cells did [log2 fold change (mean ±
SEM): 0.0 ± 0.2 for EC-projecting cells versus
0.9 ± 0.1 for ACC-projecting cells; P = 0.59 and
P < 0.0001; rank sum test between real data
and spike trains circularly permuted in time]
(Fig. 5, O to Q; and fig. S26). We also observed
greater coherence in subthreshold activity after
the behavioral transition, but interestingly,
each subclass synchronized at distinct frequen-
cies (7.3 ± 0.3 and 4.2 ± 0.2Hz, respectively, for
ACC- and EC-projecting cell pairs; P < 0.0001;
rank sum test computed for run epochs against
levels estimated from neurons belonging to
different fields of view) (Fig. 5, R to T).

Simultaneous voltage imaging of
three cell populations

Together, our indicators enable discrimina-
tions of distinct targeted subtypes or projection-
specific cell subclasses based on the polarity of
optical spike waveforms as well as spectral or-
thogonality. Thus, in principle, the four GEVIs
are mutually compatible and allow recordings
from up to four distinct neuron types at once.
To demonstrate dual polarity and dual-color
multiplexing, we performed proof-of-concept
voltage imaging from three distinct cell pop-
ulations simultaneously.
In an SST-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ double-transgenic

mouse, we injected AAVs encoding both Cre-
dependent Ace-mNeon2 and Flp-dependent
pAce into V1, along with a retrograde AAV ex-
pressing CaMKII-VARNAM2 in area AM to
label a subset of excitatory projection neurons
(Fig. 6A).We then performed voltage imaging
inV1 using dual-color,widefield epifluorescence
microscopy to record from SST+, VIP+, and ex-
citatory neurons concurrently (Fig. 6, B and C).
To image three neuron classes at once in

the hippocampus, we retrogradely labeled EC-
and lateral septum (LS)–projecting CA1 PNs
and SST+ interneurons, using viruses to express
Ace-mNeon2, pAce, and pAceR, respectively, in
a SST-Cre+mouse (Fig. 6D).With simultaneous
dual-color imaging,we captured the concurrent
spiking and subthreshold activity of asmany as
57 cells in one field of view belonging to the
three subpopulations (21 EC-projecting, 15 LS-
projecting, and 21 SST+ cells). These ensembles
comprised nonoverlapping cell populations
(Fig. 6E), and all three GEVIs reported spiking
at high signal-to-noise ratios (Fig. 6F).

Conclusion

Our suite of mutually compatible GEVIs allows
simultaneous high-speed voltage imaging of
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traces. (G) Spike-theta phase relationship for the two neurons in (F). Color and gray
represent the optically acquired theta transmembrane voltage (Vm) and theta LFP,
respectively. Note that both neurons are phase-locked to their own Vm and to the LFP
but with approximately opposite phases. (H) Polar histogram of the probability density
of the average spike-theta phase relationship for all 157 neurons, computed against
their respective theta Vm (top) or theta LFP (bottom). For each neuron, average spike

timing relative to the theta cycle was computed using the circular mean. (I to L) LFP-
subthreshold coherence of all neurons in (C), showing that a fraction of [(I) and
(J)] SST+ interneurons and [(K) and (L)] EC-projecting excitatory neurons are phase-
locked to theta LFP. For (I) and (K), raster plots are sorted in decreasing order of
theta-band coherence strength. For (J) and (L), LFP coherence is averaged across
all neurons in (I) and (K). The shaded area represents the 95% CI.
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Fig. 5. Dual population record-
ings in V1 and CA1 during
state transitions. DUPLEX record-
ings in V1 are shown in (A) to
(L). (A) Representative raw
epifluorescence (top) and activity-
mask (bottom) images of a
single field of view from a
NDNF-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ mouse
expressing Ace-mNeon2 in NDNF+

interneurons (green) and pAce in
VIP-cells (blue). Scale bar, 50 mm.
(B) DF/F traces from the cells
numbered in (A) aligned to air-puff
onset (vertical dashed line). Ace-
mNeon2 traces are inverted for
visualization purposes. Also shown
at the top are air-puff onset,
locomotion speed, and pupil diam-
eter. (C) Distribution of pairwise
intertype correlation coefficients of
spike rates (left) determined using
a 20-ms sliding window for a 3-s
interval before (black) or after (red)
air puff (n = 908 NDNF-VIP pairs
from 393 NDNF+ and 188 VIP+

cells, seven mice) and mean ± SEM
correlation coefficients by mouse
(right) (n = 7 mice; one-tailed
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed
rank test). (D) Distribution of
spike modulation indices for all
NDNF+ and VIP+ neurons in (C).
(E to G) Same as (A) to (C)
for DUPLEX recordings in SST-
Cre+/VIP-Flp+ mice (n = 242 SST-
VIP pairs from 103 SST+ and 79
VIP+ cells, six mice; *P < 0.05, one-
tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed rank test). (H) Same as
(D) for all SST+ and VIP+ neurons.
(I to K) Same as (A) to (C) for
DUPLEX recordings in AAV-CaMKII-
Cre/VIP-Flp+ mice (n = 183 PN-VIP
pairs from 75 PNs and 67 VIP+

cells, four mice; one-tailed Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed-rank test).
(L) Same as (D) for all PNs and
VIP+ neurons. Dual-color voltage
recordings from hippocampal
projection neurons are shown in
(M) to (T). (M) Schematic of
the experimental approach (top)
and representative field of view of
the red and green channels in grayscale, their respective overlay of spatial filters estimated by EXTRACT for each spiking neuron in each spectral channel, and
the overlay of the spatial filter contours for all 30 and 13 identified projection specific neurons, respectively (bottom). Scale bar, 50 mm. (N) DF/F traces for all neurons
in (M), aligned to the rest-run transition. Also shown at the top are the onset of five consecutive air puffs and wheel speed. (O) Average mouse speed for five
trials (black). Individual trials are shown in gray. (P) Average firing rate (250-ms window) for each projection-specific class. Shuffle is computed by random circular
permutations of each neuron’s spike train. The shaded area represents the 95% CI. (Q) Fold-change in the cells’ spiking rates, computed across 2-s intervals
before and after air puff. Shuffle is computed using a random circular permutation of each neuron’s spike train. (R to T) Average pairwise coherence of the
subthreshold dynamics of neurons belonging to the ACC-projecting subclass [(R); n = 101 neurons], the EC-projecting subclass [(S); n = 34 neurons], and across
the two subclasses [(T); n = 135 neurons, five fields of view, one mouse]. P < 0.0001 (rank sum test computed during epochs of running, against levels estimated from
neurons belonging to different fields of view). Shaded areas represent the 95% CI.
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Simultaneous 0.6 kHz dual-channel 
 voltage imaging using green and red GEVIs
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Fig. 6. Simultaneous dual-polarity and dual-color imaging capture the voltage
dynamics of three distinct targeted subtypes or cell subclasses in awake mice.
(A) Schematic of AAV injections for three–cell type V1 imaging. (B) Raw
epifluorescence (left) and activity-mask (right) images of a single field of view
in the green and red channels and overlay. Scale bar, 50 mm. (C) DF/F
traces from the cells numbered in the mask overlay image in (B) and
representing SST+ interneurons, VIP+ interneurons, and PNs expressing
Ace-mNeon2 (green), pAce (blue), and VARNAM2 (dark red), respectively.

Ace-mNeon2 and VARNAM2 traces are inverted for visualization purposes.
(D) Schematic of AAV injections for three–cell class voltage imaging in
CA1. (E) Representative field of view of the red and green channels with the
respective spatial footprint of the identified neurons belonging to each of
the three cell classes. Scale bar, 50 mm. (F) DF/F traces for all neurons in (E),
representing EC- and LS-projecting excitatory neurons and SST+ interneurons
expressing Ace-mNeon2 (green), pAce (blue), and pAceR (light red),
respectively. Ace-mNeon2 traces are inverted for visualization purposes.
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multiple genetically identified ensembles in
awake animals. Notably, our indicators can pro-
vide large datasets for quantitative characteriza-
tions of the spiking patterns of targeted neuron
types in behaving flies andmice. This provides a
starting point for future studies in which the
fine-scale dynamics between targeted cell types
can be examined toward dissecting the circuit
basis of animal behavior. TheFRET-opsinGEVIs
introduced here are bright and can be usedwith
illumination levels far lower than those needed
for imaging opsin GEVIs (16, 22, 23, 27). They
are hence compatible with both widefield epi-
fluorescencemicroscopy and specializedmicro-
scopymethods that use sculpted illumination
patterns (16, 22, 24), facilitating broad dissem-
ination of our voltage imaging approaches.
Our V1 data, acquired from ~1200 cells

using Ace-mNeon2, reveal that SST+ interneu-
rons exhibit a major increase in spontaneous
firing during arousal, recapitulating the results
of targeted patch recordings (4). Although
our results do not confirm the VIP+ neuron-
centered PN disinhibition model (VIP ⊣ SST ⊣
PN), which was proposed based on Ca2+ im-
aging data (2, 65, 66), the distinct findings
might stem from key experimental differences,
such as the presence or absence of visual
stimuli (67). However, past interpretations of
Ca2+ imaging data might be confounded by
subtype-specific differences in intracellular
Ca2+ dynamics or cytosolic Ca2+ release, which
in turn may be influenced by state-dependent
neuromodulatory effects (67). A prior alterna-
tive to Ca2+ imaging was to perform targeted
whole-cell patch electrode recordings, but the
invasiveness of the technique and the avail-
ability of fewer healthy cells for successful
patching makes it challenging to sample large
numbers of cells from sparse populations
(e.g., VIP+ interneurons) (2). The use of GEVIs
avoids such limitations of electrodes and
Ca2+ imaging, and our suite of four compati-
ble GEVIs enables unprecedented studies of
spiking in multiple identified neuron classes
at once.
Notwithstanding, our imagingmethodology

does have limitations. Our widefield one-
photon epifluorescence imaging studies in the
mouse neocortex, like other recent voltage-
imaging studies (13, 16, 23, 24), were limited to
supragranular cortical layers, relatively sparse
fluorescence labeling patterns, and moder-
ately sized fields of view. Similarly, our studies
of the CA1 hippocampal area were limited
to its two most superficial layers. In these re-
gions, by combining high brightness indica-
tors with cell type–specific and soma-targeted
labeling strategies, we achieved high signal-
to-background fluorescence and exception-
al d′ values for accurate spike detection and
timing estimation (fig. S18), independent of
the cell-extraction algorithm used (fig. S15,
B, D, and G).

To access cells in deeper cortical layers, the
use of patterned illumination strategies to re-
duce background fluorescence may improve
imaging depths (16, 22, 24, 68). Alternatively,
imaging of voltage dynamics in infragranular
cortical layers or deep brain areas with amicro-
prism (69) or gradient index (GRIN)microendo-
scope (70) should also be feasible, especially
if high numerical aperture lenses (71) for en-
hanced fluorescence collection are used in-
stead of those typically used for Ca2+ imaging
(72). Further, although the densities of labeled
cells in our recordings (<370 cells mm−2) were
comparable to those of past voltage-imaging
studies (13, 16, 22, 23), they were low com-
pared with the total neuronal density in the
mammalian cortex. Thus, our imaging ap-
proachmay not generalize to studies requiring
pan-neuronal or other dense labeling strat-
egies. That said, recent work has aimed to
delineate the large number of mammalian
neuron types in the cortex (73), so we expect
that upcoming studies that seek to differen-
tiate the functional attributes of these dis-
tinct cell types will require targeted labeling
strategies such as those used here. With con-
tinued progress in scientific-grade image sen-
sor chips, we also expect improved high-speed
cameras that will enable voltage imaging over
larger fields of view and of more cells than
those studied here.
We quantified the veracity of optically de-

tected spike trains using the d′ metric, but
measuring the fidelity of optically detected,
subthreshold membrane potential changes is
more challenging because the relevant fluo-
rescence signals and noise fluctuations are
not just frequency-dependent but also non-
stationary. Although the subthreshold compo-
nents of the estimated neural activity traces,
DF/F(t), did vary to a modest extent with the
use of different cell-extraction algorithms (fig.
S15), likely due to different efficacies in com-
putationally removing background fluores-
cence contaminants or heartbeat artifacts, the
biological conclusions obtained about cell class
interactions using spike rate correlations and
subthreshold correlationswere in general agree-
ment with each other (Fig. 3, H to M) and did
not depend on the analytic approach to cell ex-
traction (fig. S22).Nonetheless, further progress
in cell-extraction algorithms that are tailored for
voltage-imaging studies remains important.
Traditionally, multipopulation imaging has

been achieved using spectrally orthogonal in-
dicators (18, 58–61). Yet, likely due to the lim-
ited set of mutually compatible sensors or the
need for tailored optical hardware, simulta-
neousmultichannel imaging is not widely per-
formed in live animals. DUPLEX offers a
simple alternative to distinguish between two
neuron types using one fluorescence channel.
Here, DUPLEX unveiled anticorrelated dy-
namics among pairs of visual cortical SST+

and VIP+ interneurons during arousal. In the
hippocampus, DUPLEX revealed cell type–
specific subthreshold activity, which allowed
us to characterize how the dynamics of excit-
atory and inhibitory populations relate to those
of the LFP. Our results fit with the hypothesis
that excitatoryneurons contributemore strong-
ly to the LFP because of their spatial organi-
zation and temporal synchronization (74).
Whereas DUPLEX allows recordings from

nonoverlapping cell types, our green and red
indicators can be combined for studies of two
cell populations that overlap or for which the
degree of overlap is unknown. The ACC- and
EC-projecting CA1 ensembles represent spa-
tially distinct subpopulations, as seen from
the nonoverlapping expression of Ace-mNeon2
and VARNAM2 (Fig. 5M). This anatomical
distinction and the separate dynamical attrib-
utes of the two cell classes (Fig. 5, P to T) are in
linewith the idea that there are heterogeneous
parallel modules in the hippocampus (75).
Looking ahead, that our two green GEVIs

of opposite polarities can be further combined
with our red GEVIs should enable many dif-
ferent voltage-imaging studies of three or four
cell classes simultaneously (Fig. 6). Thus, the
new indicators collectively empower neuro-
scientists to unravel intercellular interactions
within and between targeted neuron classes in
awake behaving animals.

Materials and methods
Plasmids

For high-throughput screening in HEK cells,
VARNAM and Ace-mNeon were inserted into
a modified pCAGGS backbone (18). A nuclear
localization sequence (NLS)–tagged FP re-
porter (mCerulean for VARNAM andmCherry
for Ace-mNeon)was fused to the C terminus of
the indicator interspersed by a T2A ribosomal
skipping signal. For in vivo voltage imaging, the
indicatorswere cloned inAAVbackbones. pAAV-
CaMKII-Ace-mNeon2,pAAV-CaMKII-VARNAM2,
and pAAV-CaMKII-pAce were cloned by insert-
ing the respective indicator sequences in place
of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)
between the Kpn I and Hind III sites of pAAV-
CaMKII-EGFP (Addgene #50469).Cre-dependent
constructs for Ace-mNeon2 and pAceR were
generated by cloning the respective inverted
open reading frame (ORF) sequences in pAAV-
CAG-Flex-EGFP (Addgene #59331) by replacing
the floxed EGFP cassette between the Asc I and
Nhe I sites. Likewise, Flp-dependent VARNAM2
and pAce constructs were cloned by introducing
the respective inverted ORF sequences in place
of the floxed mNeonGreen between the Asc I
and Nhe I sites in pAAV-CAG-fDIO-mNeon-
Green (Addgene #99133). All AAV constructs
above included a Golgi–endoplasmic reticu-
lum export sequence and a Kv2.1 proximal
restriction and clustering sequence (43) at
the C terminus of the indicator sequence for
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improved membrane trafficking and periso-
matic localization, respectively.

Fly stocks

To create transgenic flies carrying the four
improved FRET-opsin GEVIs, we synthesized
codon-optimized transcripts for Ace-mNeon2,
VARNAM2, pAce, and pAceR using a com-
mercial gene synthesis service (GenScript) and
then inserted them in place of green fluorescent
protein (GFP) in the pJFRC7-20×UAS-IVS-
mCD8::GFP (Addgene #26220) and pJFRC19-
13×LexAop2-IVS-myr::GFPbackbones (Addgene
#26224). After verifying the sequences of the
plasmids, we inserted the plasmids into the
attP40 or VK00027 phiC31 docking site to
generate 20×UAS-Ace-mNeon2, 13×LexAop-
Ace-mNeon2, 20×UAS-pAce, 13×LexAop-pAce,
20×UAS-VARNAM2, 13×LexAop-VARNAM2,
20×UAS-pAceR, and 13×LexAop-pAceR flies
using a commercial transformation service
(Bestgene Inc.).
We obtainedMB058B,MB296B, andMB085C

split-GAL4 lines from the FlyLight team at
Janelia Research Campus and R82C10-LexA
(#54981) from the Bloomington Stock Center.
We raised all flies on standard cornmeal agar
media under a 12-hour light-dark cycle at 25°C
and 50% relative humidity.

Site-directed saturation mutagenesis

Mutagenic libraries were generated on Ace-
mNeon-T2A-NLS-mCherry and VARNAM-
T2A-NLS-mCerulean backbones using a
preestablished protocol (18). Briefly, a set of
four forward primers containing degenerate
codons WKC, NMC, VWG, or DGG at the tar-
get site was pooled with a single, partially
overlapping reverse primer, and mutageniz-
ing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) reac-
tions were set up using CloneAmp polymerase
(Clontech). After Dpn I treatment to digest
unmutated template, the linear PCR products
were circularized using InFusion ligase (Clontech)
and transformed in TOP10 competent cells
(Invitrogen). To obtain up to 19 unique amino
acid substitutions at a single target site, 48 col-
onies were picked and cultured in 96–deep-
well culture plates. Plasmid DNAwas isolated
using Nucleospin 96 Plasmid kit (Macherey-
Nagel) on an epMotion 5075 liquid handling
workstation (Eppendorf), and purified DNA
was collected in 96-well plates. The libraries
were sequenced after voltage screening to
identify the individual mutations and en-
sure that at least 19 variants were obtained
at every site.

Maintenance and transfection of HEK and
excitable HEK cells

HEK293 cells (ATCC® CRL-1573TM) were main-
tained in high-glucose Dulbecco’s minimum
essential medium (DMEM)/10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS). Excitable HEK cells (ATCC CRL-

3269) (30, 31) weremaintained in DMEM/F12,
10% FBS, 1% penicillin (100 U ml−1), strepto-
mycin (100 µg ml−1), geneticin (500 µg ml−1),
and puromycin (2 µg ml−1) as described previ-
ously. About 24 hours before transfection, the
cells were plated on poly L-lysine–coated 12-mm
coverslips or 96-well glass-bottomed plates in
antibiotic-free media. Plasmid DNA (0.5 µg
per 12-mm coverslip or 0.2 µg per well of a
96-well plate) was transfected using Lipofect-
amine (ThermoFisher), and cells were imaged
1 to 2 days after transfection. Both cell lines
served solely as a system for the expression and
characterization of voltage indicators rather
than the subject of investigation.

High-throughput semi-automated voltage screening

High-throughput voltage screening (Fig. 1B)
was performed on a custom-built platform de-
scribed previously (18). A white-light source
pE-4000 (CoolLED, UK) was used for sample
illumination. For imaging Ace-mNeon, we used
a 472/30-nm excitation filter, 495-nm dichroic
mirror, and520/35-nmemissionfilter (Semrock).
For VARNAM and mCherry (reporter fluoro-
phore in Ace-mNeon constructs), we used a
560/40-nm excitation filter, 585-nm dichroic
mirror, and 630/75-nm emission filter (Chroma
Technologies Corporation). mCerulean re-
porter in the VARNAM constructs was imaged
using a 455/40-nm excitation filter, 458-nm
dichroic mirror, and 480/30-nm emission fil-
ter (Semrock). After identifying transfected
cells in the reporter channel, time-series flu-
orescence images were captured in the respec-
tive GEVI channels using an ORCA Flash4.0
sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu) at 50 Hz. A sin-
gle pulse of 60 V/0.5 ms was applied using a
Grass S48 Stimulator, 1 s after baseline flu-
orescence acquisition (F0). The percent change
in fluorescence at time t was obtained using
the formula

DF
F0

% ¼ FðtÞ � F0
F0

� 100

Platform automation, sample illumination,
data acquisition and parallel data analysis were
controlled using custom-written virtual instru-
ments in LabView.

Fluorescence voltage imaging in cultured HEK cells

Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were
performed between 22° and 25°C. The bath
solution contained (in mM) 125 NaCl, 2 KCl,
10 HEPES, 30 glucose, 3 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2 (~310
mOsm liter−1, pH 7.3). The intracellular solution
consisted of (in mM) 125 K-gluconate, 8 NaCl,
0.6 MgCl2, 0.1 CaCl2, 1 EGTA, 4 Mg2-ATP,
0.4 Na-GTP, and 10 HEPES. Patch pipettes had
tip resistances of 4 to 5megaohms, yielding series
resistances of <20 megaohms. In the voltage-
clamp mode, voltage steps in increments of
20mV/ 0.5 s were applied using aMultiClamp
amplifier controlled by pClamp10 software.

Fluorescence recordingswere obtained using
an Olympus upright microscope. Cells were
visualizedunder a 1.0NA60×water-immersion
objective lens. Ace-mNeon and pAce were im-
aged using a 505-nm light-emitting diode
(LED) (Thorlabs) and a filter set composed of a
509/22-nm excitation filter, 526-nm dichroic
mirror, and544/24-nmemissionfilter (Semrock).
VARNAM and pAceR were illuminated using
a 565-nm LED (Thorlabs), 560/40-nm excita-
tion filter, 585-nm dichroic mirror, and 630/
75-nm emission filter (Semrock). The illumi-
nation intensity at the sample plane for all
indicators was 15 to 20 mW mm−2. Fluores-
cence time-series images (1 to 5 kHz) were
captured using a NeuroCCD camera, con-
trolled via NeuroPlex software (RedShirtI-
maging, GA). Fluorescence response traces
were extracted by ranking each pixel by their
signal-to-noise ratios, where the noise was cal-
culated as the root mean square value of the
baseline fluorescence fluctuations. The top 25%
of the SNR-ranked pixels were used to calcu-
late the DF/F values shown in Fig. 1D and fig.
S5. Probe kinetics for activation (τON) and de-
activation (τOFF) were calculated from 5-kHz
recordings obtained in HEK cells, by fitting
the first 50 ms of the step responses using a
double exponential equation as described pre-
viously (76).

Surgical dissection of live flies

We created an optical window on the fly head
using an ultraviolet (UV) laser microsurgery
system, as described previously (77). In brief,
we anesthetized the flies by placing them on
ice for 1 min and then transferring them to a
cooled surface (∼4°C) consisting of an alumi-
num thermoelectric cooling block. We then
glued the fly’s thorax with a 125-mm-diameter
fused silica optical fiber (PLMA-YDF-10/125,
Nufern) on a custom-made plastic fixture. To
minimize headmotion, we glued the fly’s head
to the thorax using a UV light curing epoxy
(NOA 89, Norland). After transferring the
mounted fly to the surgery station, we created
an optical window in the cuticle by laser-
drilling a 150-mm-diameter hole (30 to 40pulses,
delivered at 100 Hz, 36 mJ per pulse, as mea-
sured at the specimen plane). Immediately
after surgery, we applied 1 ml of UV epoxy
(NOA 68, Norland; refractive index: 1.54; trans-
mission 420 to 1000 nm: ~100%) and cured it
for ~30 s to seal the cuticle opening.

Visual cortical surgeries

Animal experiments were performed accord-
ing to the guidelines of the National Institutes
of Health and approved by The John B. Pierce
Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee.

Intracranial AAV injections

C57BL/6J wild-type and VIP-Cre, SST-Cre,
VIP-Flp, and NDNF-Cre transgenic mice were
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purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (JAX
#664, #31628, #13044, #28578, #28536). NDNF-
Cre+/+ or SST-Cre+/+ mice were crossed with
VIP-Flp+/+ to generate the NDNF-Cre+/VIP-
Flp+ andSST-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ double driver lines.
The following AAV vectors were custom-
produced at the University of North Carolina
Vector Core at high titers (>1 × 1013 GC ml−1):
AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-Ace-mNeon2, AAV2/Retro-
CaMKII-Ace-mNeon2, AAV/DJ-CAG-fDIO-pAce,
AAV2/Retro-CaMKII-pAce, AAV/DJ-CAG-fDIO-
VARNAM2, AAV2/Retro-CaMKII-VARNAM2,
and AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-pAceR. All AAV vec-
tors above encode soma-targeted versions of
the indicators. AAV5-CaMKII-mCherry-Cre and
AAV2/Retro-EF1A-mCherry-IRES-Cre viruses
were purchased from the UNC Vector Core
and Addgene (#55632), respectively.
Mice were used without regard to sex; we

used a total of 21 males and 23 females in
this study. Stereotactic AAV injections were
performed in 3- to 4-month-old mice under
1.5% (v/v) isoflurane anesthesia. Each animal
received five injections in area V1. The coor-
dinates for the V1 injections (Figs. 1, H to K; 2;
3; 5, A to L; and 6, A to C; and figs. S16, S17, S19,
and S21) were [in mm from Bregma; (AP, ML,
and DV): 2.5, 2.5, and 0.2 (site 1); 2.8, 2.0, and
0.2 (site 2); 3.0, 2.5, and 0.2 (site 3); 3.4, 2.0,
and 0.2 (site 4); 3.6, 2.75, and 0.2 (site 5). For
PN projection labeling in the anteromedial
(AM) visual cortical area (Figs. 1J and 2E and
fig. S21), the coordinates were (AP, ML, and
DV): 3.0, 0.96, and 0.4. Injections were per-
formed using beveled glass micropipettes de-
livering a total of 50 to 100 nl virus per site at
a rate of 100 nl/min.
For targeted recordings from identified neu-

ron types (Figs. 1, H to K, and 2; and figs. S16,
S17, and S19), AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-Ace-mNeon2
(or AAV/DJ-CAG-fDIO-pAce) was injected in
Cre- (or Flp)-recombinase–expressing trans-
genic driver lines. For DUPLEX imaging (Figs. 3
and 5, A to L), AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-Ace-mNeon2
and AAV/DJ-CAG-fDIO-pAce viruses were
mixed at a 1:3 (v/v) ratio for injections in
NDNF-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ or at a 1:1 ratio for injec-
tions in SST-Cre+/VIP-Flp+mice. For DUPLEX
recordings from PNs with VIP+ interneurons
in VIP-Flp+ mice (Figs. 3, L andM, and 5, I to L;
and fig. S21), the AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-Ace-mNeon2
viruswasmixedwith theAAV5-CaMKII-mCherry-
Cre virus for Ace-mNeon2-labeling of PNs and
injected together with an equal volume of the
AAV/DJ-CAG-fDIO-pAce virus for pAce-labeling
of VIP+ interneurons. To lower PN labeling den-
sities by labeling a subset of neurons project-
ing to a higher-order visual cortical area (Figs.
1J and 2E), the AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-Ace-mNeon2
virus was injected locally in V1, whereas the
AAV2/Retro-EF1A-mCherry-IRES-Cre virus was
delivered to the AM cortical area.
For dual-color imaging (Fig. 6, A to C), AAV/

DJ-CAG-DIO-Ace-mNeon2 and AAV/DJ-CAG-

fDIO-VARNAM2weremixedata 1:1 (v/v) ratio for
injections in an SST-Cre+/VIP-Flp+ background.

Histology and confocal imaging

For confocal imaging of the cell type–specific
expression of Ace-mNeon2 in area V1 (Fig. 2,
B to E, subpanel a), injected mice were trans-
cardially perfused with ice-cold Sorenson’s
buffer (pH 7.4) followed by 4% paraformal-
dehyde. The brains were isolated and post-
fixed overnight at 4°C. Forty- to 60-µm-thick
coronal sections comprising the visual cortical
areas were prepared on a Leica vibratome and
mounted on gelatin-coated glass microscope
slides using ProlongGold (Invitrogen). Con-
focal micrographs were obtained using Zeiss
LSM 710 under a 20× air objective.

Headpost and cranial window implantation

Headpost and cranial windowswere implanted
between 25 and 30 days after injection with
some modifications to a preestablished pro-
tocol (78). Mice were anesthetized using a
mixture of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine
(16 mg/kg). A custom-designed titanium head
post was affixed to the skull using C&B
Metabond (Parkell), after which a 3-mm-
diameter circular craniotomy was made over
the injection area in V1. A sterile double-glass
window, assembled by gluing one each of
3-mm- and 5-mm-diameter circular cover-
slips (Warner), was secured in place using
Vetbond, as previously described (78). C&B
Metabond was applied over the window mar-
gins and the remainder of the exposed skull.
Carprofen (5 mg/kg, subcutaneously, every
24 hours for 48 hours) and buprenorphine
(100 µg/kg, subcutaneously, every 12 hours
for 48 hours) were administered as part of
postoperative analgesia. Before awake imag-
ing experiments, the headposted mice were
handled and habituated to run on a custom
wheel every day for up to 2 weeks in 10- to
20-min training sessions. Imaging began once
the animal was fully wheel trained.

Hippocampal CA1 surgeries

The Stanford Administrative Panel on Lab-
oratory Animal Care (APLAC) approved all
procedures involving animals, and we com-
plied with all ethical regulations.

Hippocampal AAV injections

C57BL/6J wild-type and SST-Cre transgenic
mice were purchased from The Jackson Lab-
oratory (JAX #664 and #013044). Mice (aged 8
to 16 weeks at start) underwent two surgi-
cal procedures under isoflurane anesthesia
(1.5 to 2% in O2). In the first procedure, we
injected AAVs to express the fluorescent volt-
age indicators. In the second procedure, per-
formed about a week after viral injection, we
inserted a cannular implant for hippocampal
imaging.

The coordinates for CA1 injections in Figs. 4
and 6, D to F, and figs. S23 and S24, were (in
mm from Bregma; AP, ML, DV) −1.8, −2.5, −1.1
and −1.3, −1.3, −1.1. The coordinates for retro-
grade labeling in the lateral septum (LS) (Fig.
6, D to F), entorhinal cortex (EC) (Figs. 5, M to
T and 6, D to F; and figs. S23, S24, and S26),
and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Fig. 5, M
to T; and fig. S26) were, respectively (in mm
from Bregma; AP, ML, DV) 0.3, 0.3, −3; −4.8,
3.3,−3.5; and 0.8, 0.2,−1.5.We used the viruses
AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-Ace-mNeon2 and AAV2/
Retro-CaMKII-pAce to label SST+ neurons and
EC-projecting neurons, respectively (Fig. 4);
AAV2/Retro-CaMKII-VARNAM2 and AAV2/
Retro-CaMKII-Ace-mNeon2 to label EC-
projecting and ACC-projecting neurons,
respectively (Fig. 5); AAV2/Retro-CaMKII-Ace-
mNeon2, AAV2/Retro-CaMKII-pAce, andAAV/
DJ-CAG-DIO-pAceR to label EC-projecting and
LS-projecting neurons and SST+ neurons,
respectively (Fig. 6); and AAV/DJ-CAG-DIO-
pAceR and AAV2/Retro-CaMKII-VARNAM2
to label SST neurons and EC-projecting neu-
rons, respectively (fig. S23). All viral vectors
had titers of >1012 genome copies ml−1 and
were customproduced at theUNCVector Core.

Cannular implant fabrication and
preparation of LFP electrodes

Cannula implants were prepared under a
stereomicroscope (Leica MZ7-5) with a fully
equipped solder station. The hippocampal
cannula consisted of a circular borosilicate
cover glass (3 mm in diameter, 170 ± 5 mm
thickness, Schott) glued to the end of a 3-mm
outer diameter (OD), 1.5-mm-long stainless-
steel ring, using UV-curable adhesive (Loctite
3105) (Figs. 5, M to T, and 6; and fig. S23).
For the dual-modality optical-LFP hippo-

campal recordings (Fig. 4), we affixed three
~1-cm-long, ~50-µm-diameter tungsten wires
coatedwith single polyimide insulation (M215580,
California Fine Wire) to the optical cannula at
three different axial positions, spaced in incre-
ments of ~50 µm. The tip of one of the three
tungsten wires was placed flush with the op-
tical window, and the tips of the other two
extended beyond the optical window. This set
of electrode placements was chosen to max-
imize the chances that at least one of the elec-
trodes would provide high-quality LFP signals,
given that our surgical placement of the
implant was performed without fine visual
feedback about the exact location of the
~100-µm-thick CA1 pyramidal cell layer. We
glued these tungsten wires onto the optical
cannula with UV light–cured adhesive, which
constrained the electrodes to be laterally off-
set by 1.5 mm from the center of the imag-
ing window. Next, we soldered a gold-plated
pinhead (NC0102069, WPI) onto the end of
each tungsten wire projecting away from the
imaging window. The reference electrode was
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composed of a ~5-mm-long, ~127-µm-diameter,
uncoated, stainless-steel wire (#791600, A-M
Systems) soldered to a gold-plated pinhead
(NC0102069,WPI). Separately, we fabricated a
four-channel connector using four gold-plated
sockets (NC1456862, WPI) and a connector
board (EIB8, Neuralynx).

Hippocampal cannular implantation

To implant the optical cannula, we resected
the skin and scalp to expose the dorsal surface
of the cranium and removed any remaining
connective tissue by cleaning the exposed skull
with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). To ensure
strong adhesion between the cannula implant
and the skull, we slightly roughened the skull
surface using a drill bit and then rinsed the
cranium with Ringer’s solution. We drilled a
3-mm-diameter opening above the right dorsal
CA1, sized to allow the cannula implant to fit in
snugly. We aspirated the cortex above dor-
sal CA1 using a 30-gauge blunt needle, under
irrigation with ice-cold Ringer’s solution. We
proceeded with cortical aspiration until the
light-scattering, myelinated axon bundles of
the corpus callosum became visible. Of the
three superimposed layers ofmyelinated axons,
which were visually distinguishable by their
distinct orientations, we removed the top two
layers with gentle air suction, while making
sure to leave intact the stratum oriens layer of
the hippocampus. (We excluded from further
study any mice with surgical damage to CA1,
because such damage can lead to local epilep-
tiform activity.) The cannula implant was then
inserted and affixed to the skull using UV-
curable adhesive (Loctite 3105).
For studies in which LFP recordings were to

be performed concurrently with imaging, we
drilled a 0.5-mm-diameter hole into the skull
above the cerebellum, inserted the reference
electrode into cerebellar tissue and then af-
fixed it to the skull with UV-curable adhesive
(Loctite 3105). Carprofen (5 mg kg−1) was ad-
ministered 30 min before the end of the sur-
gery tomitigate pain. To enable head-fixation
during in vivo imaging, we secured a custom
stainless steel headbar to themouse’s skull using
blue light-cured resin (Flow-it ALC, Pentron).
Carprofen (5 mg kg−1) was administered up to
2 days after surgery as part of postoperative
analgesia.Mice recovered for ~2weeks before
the start of voltage imaging sessions.

Voltage imaging in awake flies

The fly data was acquired at Stanford Univer-
sity. The optical instrumentation described
below was used to obtain the data in Fig. 1, E
to G; and figs. S13, S14, and S25.

Instrumentation and imaging

To image voltage dynamics in flies, we used a
custom-built upright epi-fluorescence micro-
scope and a 1.0 numerical aperture (NA) 20×

water-immersion objective (XLUMPlanFL,
Olympus). For Ace-mNeon and pAce imaging,
we used a 503/20-nm excitation filter (Chroma),
518-nmdichroic (Chroma), and534/30-nmemis-
sion filter (BrightLine).We illuminated the sam-
ple using the 500-nm wavelength module of a
solid-state light source (Spectra X, Lumencor),
with 5 to 7mWof optical power at the specimen
plane. For VARNAM and pAceR imaging, we
used a 559/25-nm excitation filter (Semrock),
580-nmdichroic (Chroma), and630/50-nmemis-
sion filter (Semrock). We illuminated the sam-
pleusing the 550-nmwavelengthmodule of the
light source, with 8 to 10 mW of optical power
at the specimen plane.We acquired images at
1000 Hz, using a scientific-grade CCD camera
(Zyla 4.2, Andor) and 2 pixel–by–2 pixel binning.

Odor delivery

To image odor-evoked activity, we perfused
odors to the flies’ antennae using a custom-
built olfactometer that delivered constant air-
flow (200 ml min−1) to either the control path
(mineral oil) or the odor path (odorant dis-
solved inmineral oil). We presented 5% isoamyl
acetate (CAS# 123-92-2, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.),
3% benzaldehyde (CAS# 100-52-7, Sigma-Aldrich
Inc.), or apple cider vinegar (Bragg Inc.) to the
fly using a probe needle [1.7 mm inner diameter
(ID), Grainger Inc.], ~3 mm in front of the an-
tenna. Each odor delivery trial lasted for 5 s.

Spike extraction

To extract the voltage data, we motion-
corrected the raw videos using the Turboreg
algorithm for image registration (http://
bigwww.epfl.ch/thevenaz/turboreg/) (79). We
then selected pixels whose mean fluorescence
intensity, averaged over the entire movie, was
in the top 10% of all pixels across the field of
view; we defined the union of these high-
ranking pixels as the region of interest (ROI).
We corrected for photobleaching by fitting
a double exponential function to the spatially
averaged fluorescence across the ROI, F(t),
and then dividing F(t) by the fitted double
exponential trace. We then computed time-
dependent changes in the relative fluorescence
intensity, DF(t)/F = (F ′(t)–F0)/F0, where F ′(t)
was the time-dependent fluorescence intensity
trace across the ROI after the photobleaching
correction and F0 was the time-averaged base-
line intensity in the ROI after the photobleach-
ing correction. To identify individual spikes,
we high-pass filtered the DF(t)/F trace by sub-
tracting a median-filtered (40-ms window) ver-
sion of the trace and identified spikes as local
peaks that surpassed a set threshold (3 SD for
PPL1-DANs, 2 SD for MBON-g1pedc>a/b). We
estimated the instantaneous, time-dependent
spike rate by tabulating the number of spikes
within a 100-ms sliding window.
To determine the mean spike waveform, we

averaged the waveforms of all spikes across a

trial. We then performed a spline interpola-
tion (10-ms intervals) of the mean waveform
and, from the resultant, determined the spike
amplitude and duration. Determinations of
the spike detection fidelity for studies in live
flies were performed using the same formu-
las as were used for the studies in mice (see
section Determinations of the spike detec-
tion fidelity index, d′).

Single- and dual-channel voltage imaging in V1
in running mice

All data from brain area V1 (Figs. 1, H to K; 2,
B to E; 3; 5, A to L; and 6, A to C; and figs. S16,
S17, S19, S21, and S22) were acquired at the
John B. Pierce Laboratory. Before the awake
animal experiments, head-posted mice were
handled and acclimated to a custom 15-cm-
diameter 3D-printed wheel for ~2 weeks in
training sessions of 10 min per day.

Instrumentation and imaging

For in vivo neocortical voltage imaging, mice
implanted with cranial windows were head-
fixed by securing the head post to two points
on the custom wheel with thumbscrews. Neu-
rons expressing soma-targeted indicators at
cortical depths of ~50 to 200 mm below the
pial surface (Fig. 2, B to E, subpanel a) were
imaged on a custom-built dual-channel up-
right fluorescence microscope equipped with
an epi-illuminator module (WFA2001, Thor-
labs), an EYFP/mCherry (59026, Chroma) dual-
bandpass filter set (comprising a 59026×
excitation filter with passbands of 503/12
and 575/15, a 69008bs dichroic mirror with
passbands of 470/20, 540/25 and 630/50,
and a 59026m emission filter with passbands
of 535/15 and 635/35), and a 20X 1.0 NAOlym-
pus XLUMPLFLN water immersion objective.
The illumination from a pair of LEDs, emit-

ting light of 505- and 565-nm wavelengths
(M505L4 andM565L3, Thorlabs, respectively),
was collimated with a pair of aspheric con-
denser lenses (ACL2520U-A), one for each
LED. For dual-channel imaging (Fig. 6, A
to C), illumination from the two LEDs was
combined using a 550-nm long-pass dichroic
mirror (T550 LPXR, Chroma). The illumina-
tion intensity at the sample plane in each of the
red and green channels was ~25 mW mm−2.
Fluorescence emissions returning from the

sample plane were directed by a 585-nm long-
pass dichroic mirror (T585 LPXR, Chroma) into
the two fluorescence detection arms of the mi-
croscope. Emissions from Ace-mNeon2 and/
or pAce passed through a 520/35-nm bandpass
filter (FF01-520/35-25, Semrock). Emissions
fromVARNAM2 and/or pAceR passed through
a 630/75-bandpass filter (ET630/75m, Chroma).
Within each fluorescence detection arm, a 0.75×
camera tube lens (WFA4101, Thorlabs) focused
the fluorescence onto a high-speed sCMOS
camera (Orca Flash 4.0 v3, Hamamatsu).
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For the dual-color, dual-polarity imaging
studies of V1 using Ace-mNeon2, pAce, and
VARNAM2 in Fig. 6, A to C, both the 505- and
565-nm LEDs were ON concurrently, and we
acquired data simultaneously from both cam-
eras. For synchronized registration of the im-
ages, the two cameras were operated in their
external trigger mode, allowing us to trigger
image acquisition on both cameras by sending
them a single, common transistor-transistor
logic (TTL) pulse. We further verified that im-
age acquisition by the two cameras was syn-
chronized by using the time stamps on the two
videos. To ensure that images from the two
channels were spatially aligned, we calibrated
images against an alignment target and con-
firmed this during each imaging session based
on reference points, e.g., the location of land-
mark vasculature.
For all experiments in Figs. 1, H to K; 2, B

to E; 3; 5, A to L; and 6, A to C; and figs. S16,
S17, S19, S21, and S22, fluorescence time-series
images (2048 pixels by 512 pixels) were col-
lected at 400 Hz with 4-by-4 binning. We typ-
ically acquired 3 or 4 trials of data from each
imaging field of view, and we imaged ~6 to
8 fields of view per session. Over the course
of several days, but in some cases over 3 to
4 weeks, we revisited and reimaged each field
of view two or three more times, using vas-
cular landmarks to identify the approximate
tissue locations of prior imaging sessions.
We inferred the cortical depth of the imaged

neurons based on the laminar organization, as
reported in the published scientific literature,
of the different cortical cell types that we ex-
amined. Specifically, we inferred that we re-
corded neurons in cortical layers 1, 2, and 3
based on published evidence that (i) cortical
NDNF+ interneurons are layer 1 specific
(41, 47, 48) and that (ii) cortical PNs, selectively
targeted using CaMKII, and SST+ interneu-
rons, selectively targeted using the published
SST-Cre transgenic line (40) are both absent
in cortical layer 1. PN projection neurons from
the AM area reside in cortical layer 2/3, be-
tween 100 and 200 mm below the pial surface
(39, 42). SST+ interneurons reside at depths
>200 mmbeneath thepial surface (40), andVIP+

interneurons reside at depths >50 to 100 mm
below the pia (49). Confocal micrographs show-
ing cell subtype–specific labeling in V1 (Fig. 2, B
to E, subpanel a) further confirmed the laminar
organization of the imaged cortical cell classes
in the supragranular layers and the relative cor-
tical depths of the distinct neocortical subclasses.

Visual stimulus presentations

In Fig. 1J, visual stimuli were generated using
the Psychophysics toolbox on MATLAB and
were presented to awake, stationary mice on
an LCD video monitor (1280 pixels by 1024
pixels, 20 inches by 16 inches, 60-Hz refresh
rate, mean luminance of 250 cd m−2). The

monitor was placed ~15 cm from the animal,
perpendicular to the surface of the right eye
(contralateral to the injection area). To map
the receptive field of an imaged neuron, static
bright and dark stimuli were presented individ-
ually in a pseudorandom sequence within each
square of a 3-by-4 grid extending across the en-
tire videomonitor. Once the cell’s receptive field
location was approximately mapped, to charac-
terize the cell’s orientation-selective responses,
we sequentially presented a set of drifting sinu-
soidal gratings at one of eight orientations,
spaced by increments of 45° and presented in a
pseudorandom sequence. The spatial frequency
of the grating was 0.04 cycles per division, and
the temporal frequency was 2 Hz. Each trial
lasted 16 s,with interstimulus intervals of 500ms.

Induced state transitions and pupillometry

In Figs. 2, B to E, and 5, A to L, to induce a
change of state, a brief 50-ms air puff was
delivered to mice at rest using a small tube
aimed at the back of the animal. Wheel posi-
tion was tracked using a programmable angle
sensor (KMA210, Digikey). A data acquisition
device (NI USB-6259, National Instruments)
registered the wheel’s position and delivered
TTL pulses to initiate image acquisition. Soft-
ware code that was custom written in Lab-
View 2019 (National Instruments) controlled
data acquisition.
For the state-transition experiments in Figs.

2, B to E, and 5, A to L, an infrared camera
(Basler A602f) was used to measure the pupil
diameter at a frame rate of 15 Hz. Pupil diam-
eter was measured in real time using custom
codewritten in LabView. An annulus region of
interest was drawn over the pupil, with the
inner circle located at the center of the eye and
the outer circle extending past the edge of the
pupil. The edge-detection functionality of the
LabViewVisionDevelopmentModulewas used
to detect dark-to-light transition points along a
set of radialmeasurement lines drawn from the
inner circle and extending to the outer circle.
The pupil diameter was calculated by fitting a
circle to the set of detected dark-to-light tran-
sitionpoints. The threshold level for edge detec-
tion and the number of transition points were
manually optimized for each individual mouse.

Single- and dual-channel voltage recordings in
CA1 in running mice

All imaging studies of hippocampal area CA1
were performed at Stanford University. The
optical instrumentation described below was
used to acquire the CA1 data shown in Figs.
4; 5, M to T; and 6, D to F; and figs. S23, S24,
and S26.

Instrumentation and imaging

For green DUPLEX studies (Fig. 4), simulta-
neous dual-color (Fig. 5, M to T; and figs. S24
and S26), and triple-population voltage imag-

ing (Fig. 6, D to F), we used a custom-built
microscope with a 16× 0.80 NA, 3.0-mmworking
distance (WD), water immersion objective lens
(Nikon N16XLWD-PF). For red-DUPLEX (fig.
S23), we used a 25× 1.0 NA, 4.0-mmWD,water
immersion lens (Olympus XLPLN25XSVMP2).
The recording depth for all hippocampal data
was ~50 to 100 µm, as set by the intrinsic cel-
lular organization of the dorsal CA1 area. A
motorized stage (Sutter MP-285) was used
for fine axial focusing.
Illumination from twoLEDs (UHP-F-470 and

UHP-F-545, Prizmatix) was combined using a
long-pass dichroic mirror (511 nm, Prizmatix)
and then filtered using a dual-bandpass clean-
up filter (Semrock, FF01-482/563-25, with pass-
bands of 482/18 and 563/9 nm). A dual-band
dichroicmirror (Semrock, Di01-R488/561-25x36,
with passbands of 525/40 and 690/108 nm)
reflected the combined illumination toward
the specimen and transmitted the returning
fluorescence emissions. The illumination inten-
sity at the sample plane from each LED was
~25 to 75 mW mm−2.
In the emission pathway, to separate fluo-

rescence in the two color channels, we used a
550-nm short-pass dichroic mirror (70 mm by
100 mm, custom designed, Alluxa) and a pair
of emission filters, each of which was specific
for one of the two color channels: 520/41 nm
(70-mm diameter, custom designed, Alluxa) for
Ace-mNeon2andpAceand609/62 nm(Semrock,
FF01-609/62-50) for VARNAM2 and pAceR.
Each arm of the fluorescence collection path-

way was composed of a tube lens of 85-mm
effective focal length (Canon, EF 85mm f/1.2L II
USM) and a high-speed scientific-grade CMOS
camera (HamamatsuORCAFusionDigitalCMOS
camera; Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., C14440-
20UP). Data acquisition was controlled by
custom software with a field programmable
gate array (FPGA)–based (Xilinx Z-7010) back
end and a front end written in LabView 64-bit
2019 (National Instruments).Note that although
our labs were acquainted with and therefore
used LabView to implement the hardware con-
trol, other programming languages (e.g., C++,
MATLAB, Python) can also be used to control
data acquisition if the camera manufacturer
provides an appropriate software develop-
ment package.
As with dual-channel imaging in V1, dual-

channel imaging in CA1 (Figs. 5, M to T, and
6, D to F) was performed with both the 470-
and 545-nm illumination sources turned ON
(or OFF) simultaneously at the beginning (or
end) of each trial. Frame acquisitions were
synchronized across the two cameras using an
external electronic trigger generated by the
FPGA.We achieved subpixel spatial alignment
between the fields of view of the two cameras
by registering them with an alignment target.
We verified proper registration using image
landmarks, e.g., large blood vessels.
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Images were collected at 600 Hz with no
spatial binning. Live data from each camera
were stored as nativeDCAM image files (.dcimg)
on two separate 2-TB SSD drives. The data were
batch-processed offline using the custom pipe-
line SpikeImagingAnalysis (see section Data
extraction pipeline and downstream analyses of
hippocampal CA1 datasets for details), which
we wrote in MATLAB (Mathworks).

Rest-to-run state transition

For the studies in Fig. 5, M to T, we used a
mouse’s running wheel (8 cm wide, 13 cm in
diameter) that was 3D-printed in PLA plastic.
The wheel surface was covered with a self-
adherent wrap (Coban, 3M). Angular displace-
ments of thewheel were tracked using a rotary
encoder (Optical AB Phase Quadrature En-
coder 600P/R, Amazon). A data acquisition
interface (BNC-2090A, National Instruments)
controlled from LabView was used to acquire
the wheel displacement data.
Mice were habituated on the wheel for at

least 2 days, for at least 15 min per day, be-
fore brain-imaging sessions began. To trigger
rest-to-run behavioral state transitions, a brief
air puff was delivered to the mouse’s back. The
air puff intensity was ~30 psi and was admin-
istered with a 20-gauge blunt needle placed
1 to 2 cm away from themouse. For each field-
of-view, we performed high-speed voltage imag-
ing across a 30-s trial (18,000 frames at 600 Hz),
startingwith themouse at rest.Within each trial,
a TTL signal (five pulses at 5Hz) triggered the air
puff delivery after 10 or more seconds of base-
line data had been acquired. Each experimen-
tal session involved imaging six fields of view,
with one air-puff trial per field of view.

LFP recordings

We amplified the electrophysiological signals
using a digital recording head-stage (RHD 16-
Channel, Part #C3334, Intantech) that was at-
tached to our custom-designed connector. We
then acquired the digital data at a sampling rate
of2kHzusingaUSBdataacquisitionboard (RHD
USB interface board, Part #C3100, Intantech).
To synchronize the optical and electrical

recording instruments, we generated a syn-
chronizing digital signal (hereafter called
“syncTTL”), which was composed of a square
wave signal with a 50% duty ratio and a 1-s-
long on-state but with intervals of random
duration between pulses, to enable unambig-
uous temporal alignments. The syncTTL signal
was externally and independently generated
by a data acquisition system (USB-6003, Na-
tional Instruments) and was recorded concur-
rently by both the electrical and the optical
data acquisition systems (at 600Hz and 2 kHz,
respectively).
To temporally align the optical and electri-

cal physiological signals (recorded at 600 Hz
and 2 kHz, respectively), we first bandpass-

filtered the LFP traces (the filter’s 3-dB high-
frequency cutoff was 500 Hz and the 3-dB
low-frequency cutoffwas 0.1Hz). Then,we inter-
polated the LFP traces and the squared syncTTL
signal so that the sampling rates of the resulting
traces matched the 600-Hz sampling frequency
of the optical data. We used the MATLAB func-
tion interp1 with the “spline” method to inter-
polate the continuously valued LFP trace. To
interpolate the binary- valued syncTTL signal,
we used the interp1 function with the “nearest”
method. Finally, we temporally aligned the
optical and electrical traces according to the
temporal registration provided by the paired
set of syncTTL recordings.

Data extraction pipeline and downstream
analyses of V1 datasets

Extraction of individual neurons and their
fluorescence activity traces for imaging studies
in area V1 (Figs. 1, H to K; 2; 3; 5, A to L; and
6, A to C; and figs. S15 and S17 to S22) was
performed at the John B. Pierce Laboratory
using the open-access Python-based auto-
mated pipeline VolPy (44), which consisted of
the following steps:
1) File loading. We modified the VolPy code

to support the .dcimg file format of the data
taken with the Hamamatsu camera.
2) Motion correction. Eachmoviewasmotion-

corrected using the NoRMCorre algorithm
(80), which is built into the VolPy pipeline.
3) Cell segmentation. Steps 3 and 4 are in-

cluded as part of the updated SpikePursuit
algorithm (13) that is built into the VolPy pipe-
line (44) for spike extraction and denoising.
Whereas the original version of SpikePursuit
used manual input parameters to identify the
location of each neuron (13), in the updated
version, neuron identification and segmenta-
tion are performed automatically using a con-
volutional neural net known as “MaskR-CNN”
(81), which provides binary masks covering
each identified cell.
4) Trace denoising and spike extraction.

Fluorescence activity traces are extracted from
the regions of the movie covered by spatial
masks (ROIs) from step 3. and are then cor-
rected for photobleaching using a high-pass
filter (third-order Butterworth filter, 1/3 Hz
cut-off). For each ROI, the following two steps
are then executed in a loop for three iterations.
The first step estimates spike times and the
second refines the spatial filter. (Step 1) To
estimate spike times, the first eight principal
components of background pixels (at >12 pixels
from the ROI) are extracted and removed
from the fluorescencemovie using ridge regres-
sion. The resulting trace of fluorescence activity
within the ROI after background removal is
then high-pass-filtered (fifth-order Butterworth
filter, 1 Hz cut-off) to obtain a trace, ts, that
contains activity at frequencies typical of neu-
ral oscillations and spikes. Spikes are identi-

fied as threshold crossing events, and the spike
waveforms are averaged to obtain a spike tem-
plate. Amatched filter (82) is then derived from
this spike template and from additive white
Gaussian noise, with the goal of identifying a
template waveform that can be applied to a
noisy signal. To denoise traces, the matched
filter is applied to ts and spikes are detected
again. Lastly, the reconstructed fluorescence
trace representing the spike train trec is ob-
tained by convolving the spike template and
the inferred spike train. (Step 2) To refine each
cell’s spatial mask, its reconstructed trace trec,
is regressed onto the fluorescence movie using
ridge regression.

Automated assignment of cell classes in
DUPLEX recordings

To identify the polarity of the neural spike
waveforms in DUPLEX recordings (Figs. 3; 5,
A to L; and 6, A to C; and figs. S20 to S22), for
each cell, we identified putative spikes in the
trec trace as negative- or positive-going that
deviated >3 SD from baseline noise levels. We
identified the polarity of the indicator ex-
pressed in the cell according to whether it
exhibited more negative- or positive-going
events (fig. S20). Because VolPy extracts
action potentials (APs) through template-
matching (44), only typical AP waveforms
were considered during polarity assignment.
Traces with no spikes were not assigned and
were removed manually from downstream
analyses (see analysis pipeline, fig. S20).

Spike rate, spike modulation index,
and correlational analyses

We exported data from VolPy as MATLAB
files for downstream analyses. Each cell’s fir-
ing rate (FR) was estimated by sliding a rec-
tangular window (of 100 ms for Fig. 2 and fig.
S19 or 20ms for Figs. 3, H toM, and 5, C, G, and
K; and fig. S17) along the spike train followedby
smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of 100 ms
using the smooth function inMATLAB. The air
puff–induced spike modulation indices in Fig.
2, B to E (subpanel d) and 5, D, H, and L; and
fig. S19were calculated as (FRarousal –FRbaseline)/
(FRarousal + FRbaseline), where FR is the mean
firing rate over a 750-ms time window that was
either before or after the air puff. In Fig. 2, B to
E (subpanels c and d), we temporally aligned
the spike rates to the air-puff onset. Pairwise
correlation coefficients and cross-correlation val-
ues inFigs. 2, F to I; 3,H toM; and5, C,G, andK;
and figs. S17, S21, and S22 were calculated using
the corrcoef and xcorr functions in MATLAB.

Data extraction pipeline and downstream
analyses of hippocampal CA1 datasets

Trace extraction for the hippocampal data (Figs.
4; 5, M to T; and 6, D to F; and figs. S18, S23,
S24, and S26) was performed at Stanford Uni-
versity using a custom pipeline written in
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MATLAB (SpikeImagingAnalysis, https://github.
com/sihaziza/SpikeImagingAnalysis_public).
This pipeline consisted of the following steps:
1) File loading and motion correction. Raw

16-bit .dcimg video files from voltage-imaging
sessions were loaded into memory, underwent
spatial (2 by 2) binning, and saved in .h5 data
format. Movies underwent motion-correction
using NoRMCorre (79) and were then cropped
so as to remove parts of the images that did
not contain fluorescently labeled brain tissue.
The NoRMcorre parameter shift_method was
set to “cubic,” instead of the default “fft.”
2) Detrending. To account for fluorescence

photobleaching, at each time point in the fluo-
rescence video, F(t), we normalized each pixel
by F0(t), the time-varying value of the pixel’s
baseline fluorescence, which we computed
using a temporal low-pass filter (fourth-order
Butterworth filter, 0.5-Hz cut-off frequency).
The resultant is the detrendedmovie, F(t)/F0(t).
3) Cell extraction. We extracted individual

neurons and their time traces of membrane
voltage activity using the automated cell-
extraction algorithm EXTRACT (45, 46).
EXTRACT is generally agnostic about cells’
morphologies and activity patterns and there-
fore has broad applicability to both one- and
two-photon fluorescence imaging studies of
neural activity. It is based on the mathemat-
ical framework of robust statistics, which gen-
erally allows it to surpass other widely used
cell-extractions algorithms, such as CNMF (83)
and PCA/ICA (84), in the removal of back-
ground fluorescence contaminants and cross-
talk between overlapping cells (46).
In brief, EXTRACT is designed to automat-

ically identify each neuron’s spatial profile, S,
and retrieve its activity trace, T, using an itera-
tive process that is applied to individual cells,
one at a time. This “cell finding” process is fol-
lowed by an iterative “cell refinement” process.
During cell finding, EXTRACT finds a seed

pixel that attains the movie’s maximum fluo-
rescence intensity and initializes a candidate
cell image at that pixel. The estimates of S and
T are iteratively updated in an alternating
manner by using a robust regression at each
step and a one-sided Huber loss function (46).
Once the estimates of S and T stabilize for an
individual cell, the cell’s inferred fluorescence
contribution is subtracted from the movie, and
the entire set of steps is repeated for another
cell. This process continues until nomore puta-
tive cells are found,which is determined to occur
when the peak value for the activity trace of
the seed pixel falls below a predefined thresh-
old value (>3× SD of background noise).
During the iterative process of “cell refine-

ment,” at each iteration, the set of estimated
traces {T} is updated using robust estimation
while holding fixed the set of cells’ spatial pro-
files. Next, the spatial profiles {S} are updated
using robust estimation while holding fixed

the activity traces, {T}. A validation procedure
then checks each putative cell against a set of
predetermined quality metrics and removes
any cell with metrics below predetermined
threshold values. This three-step process runs
for a fixed number of iterations, and EXTRACT
outputs the final estimates of each cell’s spatial
profile and activity trace.
For DUPLEX studies that involved a pair of

similarly colored GEVIs but with opposite po-
larities, we ran EXTRACT twice: once on the
detrended video, F(t)/F0, to identify active neu-
rons expressing the positive polarity indicator,
and once on a sign-inverted version of the de-
trended video, F(t)/F0, to identify active neu-
rons expressing the negative polarity indicator.
4) Spike timing estimation. To precisely es-

timate each cell’s spike train based on its fluo-
rescence activity trace, we used the statistical
methodMLspike (85), which outputs the spike
train that is most likely to have led to the ob-
served fluorescence trace. The algorithm re-
quires five input parameters: the saturation S,
single-spike amplitude A, single-spike time
constant τ, baseline fluctuation “drift,” and
noise level σ. The saturation parameter, de-
fined as the number of spikes at which the in-
dicator provides a full-amplitude response,
was set at S = 1. We estimated A and τ using
a double-exponential fit to the mean spike
waveform, which we computed using only
temporally isolated spikes. We empirically es-
timated the parameter, “drift,” by computing
peak-to-peak amplitude variation of a low-pass-
filtered (fourth-order Butterworth filter, 50-Hz
cut-off frequency) version of the cell’s activity
trace that retained subthreshold activity up to
the gamma frequency band but not spiking
activity. σ was estimated as the standard de-
viation of the residual signal, defined as the
difference between the raw and a denoised
version of the cell’s fluorescence activity trace
(we obtained by applying a wavelet denoising
of degree one).

Computations of oscillatory phase

In Fig. 4, G and H, to calculate the phase of
spiking with respect to theta oscillations (5 to
10 Hz), we first band-pass-filtered both the
optical voltage trace and the LFP trace at the
theta frequencies using the butter and filtfilt
MATLAB functions (fourth-order Butterworth
filter, cut-off frequency of 5 to 10 Hz). We then
computed the phase of each filtered trace by
performing a Hilbert transform (hilbert and
angle functions). For Fig. 4G, we calculated the
timing of each spike relative to the period of
that oscillation cycle (in degrees). For each
cell, we then computed the circular mean to
generate Fig. 4H.

Spike-rate analyses

In Fig. 5, O to Q, all traces (spike rasters and
speed traces) were temporally aligned to the

rest-to-run transition, which we detected as a
discrete change in the running speed (thresh-
olded at >2 cm s−1). We then computed the
cells’ time-varying spiking rates using a 100-ms
sliding window. For each neuron type studied,
we averaged the time-varying spike rate across
all cells to determine the mean spike rate (Fig.
5P). To assess the rest-to-run fold change in
instantaneous spiking rates (Fig. 5Q), we com-
puted the spiking rate in the 2-s intervals im-
mediately before and immediately after the
state transition.

Analyses of subthreshold activity

In Fig. 5, R to T, neuronal traces from all fields
of view were temporally aligned to the rest-to-
run transition. To compute coherence of sub-
threshold activity between pairs of cells, in
either the running or resting states, we first
estimated the subthreshold dynamics of each
cell by computing low-pass filtered versions
(fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter, cut-
off frequency of 50 Hz) of the “drift” output of
ML spike for each cell. Next, we computed the
magnitude-squared coherence between the
two low-pass-filtered time traces by using
the MATLAB function mscohere, which we
applied to 1-s-long segments of data, chosen
such that temporally successive segments from
the traces overlapped by 0.8 s. To estimate the
noise level in such computations, we computed
the pairwise coherence of cells belonging to
two separate fields of view. In Fig. 4, I to L, we
computed the neuron-LFP coherence in a pair-
wise manner, between the subthreshold activ-
ity of each cell and the LFP, determined in the
same way as for cell pairs in Fig. 5.

Comparisons of cell-extraction methods

We compared the results from VolPy and
EXTRACT to a simple ROI-based approach
for cell extraction. For this comparison, we
used DUPLEX data providing joint record-
ings of NDNF+ and VIP+ interneurons in V1
(Fig. 3, B and C; and fig. S15).
Unlike ROI-based cell extraction, both VolPy

and EXTRACT performed comparably in terms
of removal of cellular cross-talk (fig. S15, A to
H), neuropil contamination (fig. S15, I to N),
and hemodynamic artifacts (fig. S15, O to T).
Moreover, the inferred biological conclusions
were independent of the algorithm used, in
that the results obtained using both VolPy and
EXTRACT were identical and indicated posi-
tively correlated activity within each interneu-
ronal population but no significant correlation
of the voltage signals between NDNF+ and
VIP+ interneurons (fig. S15, F to H). However,
traces extracted using an ROI-based approach
showed spurious pairwise correlated activity,
suggestive of increased cellular cross-talk,
and the presence of hemodynamic artifacts
in the subthreshold traces. In addition, the
data obtained fromROI-extracted traces were
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inconsistent with prior observations as they
showed highly positively correlated activity
not only within populations but also anom-
alously between NDNF+ and VIP+ interneur-
ons (47, 48).

Computations of GEVI impulse responses

In fig. S12, activation and deactivation ker-
nels for each GEVI were determined using a
biexponential function from the empirically
measured values of each indicator’s fast and
slow time constants and the relative ampli-
tudes of the fast and slow relaxation processes
associated with the indicator’s activation and
deactivation responses. The empirical values
used and the publications from which they
are taken are indicated in the caption for
table S1.
We determined each GEVI’s impulse re-

sponse function (fig. S12, A and B) by con-
volving its activation kernel with the rising
edge of a 1-ms-duration square voltage pulse
(+100-mVdepolarization, starting from−70mV)
and its deactivation kernel with the falling
edge of the square pulse, and then summing
the two resultants at a sampling rate of 5 kHz.
To isolate the kinetic aspects of the indicator
response, we defined the excursion rate (fig.
S12A) as the time-dependent fluorescence emis-
sion rate response to the 100-mV voltage
pulse, normalized by the indicator’s steady-
state fluorescence emission rate in response to
a maintained 100-mV depolarization (i.e., a
100-mV step function). To account for the
different response amplitudes of different
GEVIs, we performed the same calculation for
each GEVI but without normalizing by the
steady-state response amplitude; the result-
ing plots, termed the “effective 1× AP-DF/F′”
plots (fig. S12B), show each indicator’s esti-
mated response to a 1-ms action potential of
100-mV amplitude. To evaluate how different
GEVIs respond to a burst of action potentials
in quick succession (fig. S12C), we computed
indicator responses to a set of three spikes,
with each spike modeled as a 1-ms-duration
square pulse of 100-mV depolarization, and
with the spikes spaced in 3-ms increments. To
assess the capability to resolve action potential
bursts under typical imaging conditions, we
then down-sampled the computed traces to
1 kHz (fig. S12C).

Determinations of the spike detection fidelity
index, d′

To compute d′, we used a signal detection
theory framework that accounts for both the
duration and intensity of fluorescence wave-
forms in optical recordings of action potentials
and that characterizes the ability to correctly
distinguish instances of a spike from back-
ground noise fluctuations within the fluores-
cence trace (17, 38). As described in our prior
work (38), if we useN successive samples from

a fluorescence detector, F = (F1, F2, …, FN), to
detect spikes, the distribution of F follows
Poisson statistics in the shot-noise-limited re-
gime. Given a specific observation, F, the Pois-
son distribution of F enables one to estimate
the a posteriori likelihood of two mutually ex-
clusive hypotheses: the null hypothesis, H(0),
which posits the absence of a spike; and the
alternative, H(1), which posits that a spike oc-
curred. d′ can then be calculated as

d′ ¼ m 1ð Þ
L � m 0ð Þ

L

� �
=σL ð1Þ

in which mL and σL respectively represent the
mean and variance of the (approximately
normal) probability distributions of the log-
likelihood ratio, L(f), of the two hypotheses, in
the cases when there actually is or is not a
spike. The mean, mL, and variance, σL, of these
log-likelihood ratio distributions are given by

mð0ÞL ¼ F0
n

XN

n¼1
log 1þ snð Þ �

F0
n

XN

n¼1
sn ð2Þ

mð1ÞL ¼ F0
n

XN

n¼1
1þ snð Þlog 1þ snð Þ �

F0
n

XN

n¼1
sn ð3Þ
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ð1Þ
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L ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F0
n

XN

n¼1
log2 1þ snð Þ

r
ð4Þ

Where ν is the sampling rate, F0 represents the
baseline fluorescence intensity in time
periods that contain no neural spike, and sn
is the mean fluorescence signal at each time
bin within a time period that contains the
optical waveform of the identified spikes for
each neuron. For studies in flies (figs. S13 and
S14C), we determined each neuron’s d′ value
by first computing its mean spike waveform,
sn, over an interval of [−25ms, +25ms] relative
to the spike occurrence time, and then using
Eq. 1 to 4 to compute d′.
For studies in mice (figs. S16, F and H; and

S18), we first used Eq. 1 to 4 to compute a d′
value for each action potential fired by an in-
dividual cell and then determined themean d′
value averaged across all spikes in the cell’s
spike train. We used only spikes that were tem-
porally separated from other action potentials
by >10ms, so as to avoid computational biases
that could be introduced by spike bursts, e.g.,
by instances when a cell does not return to its
resting membrane potential between spikes.
For each isolated spike, we estimated d′ using
data within a time interval of [−10ms, +20ms]
relative to the spike’s occurrence time.
To determine how the spike detection error

rate depended on the imaging frame rate (fig.
S18, A and B), we treated the case in which

the decision boundary for classifying instances
of H(0) and H(1) was set midway between the
two log-likelihood probability distributions
[see, e.g., figure 1 of (38)]. In other words,
false-negative and false-positive spikes were
considered equally deleterious. When there
are abundant fluorescence photons, the two
log-likelihood distributions are each approx-
imately Gaussian, with means that differ by d′
in units of σL. We used the complementary
error function erfc inMATLAB to compute the
proportion of the area under each log-likelihood
probability distribution that was on the oppo-
site side of the decision boundary from the
mean of the distribution [i.e., the proportion of
cases representing spike detection errors; see
figure 1 of (38)].

Statistics

For both the V1 and CA1 datasets, we per-
formed statistical tests using standardMATLAB
functions or built-in tests in Prism8 (GraphPad).
For two-sample comparisons of a single vari-
able, we always used nonparametric tests, as
described in this section.
In Fig. 1D, to test for significant differences

in the mean DF/F values of the indicators, we
used Mann-Whitney test. In Figs. 2, F to I,
and 5, C, G, and K, for comparisons of pairwise
correlation coefficients of spike rates for time
bins before versus after air puff, we performed
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. In
Fig. 3, I, K, and M, to assess whether neuron
pairs exhibited positively versus negatively
correlated activity, we compared the mean
pairwise correlation coefficients to zero using
one-sampleWilcoxon test. In Fig. 4H, to assess
statistical differences in the polar plots, we
computed the mean and standard deviation
of each data distribution and made statisti-
cal comparisons between different distribu-
tions using circular statistics. Specifically,
we used the Hodges-Ajne test to test the hy-
pothesis of nonuniformity of circular data
and the Watson-Williams multisample test
to test the hypothesis of equal means. In Fig.
5, D, H, and L, to assess whether neuronal
spike rates were positively versus negatively
modulated by the air puff, we tested whether
mean spike modulation indices were signif-
icantly different from zero using a one-sample
Wilcoxon test.
We did not use power analysis or statistical

methods to estimate sample sizes but instead
estimated useful sample sizes based on pub-
lished reports and our prior experiences with
voltage imaging. Data exclusion criteria were
not preestablished. However, recordings with
no spiking neurons were excluded.
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Dual-polarity voltage imaging of the concurrent dynamics of multiple neuron types
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Real-time voltage imaging of neurons
How different subpopulations of neurons coordinate their activity patterns in real time to control network output is still
not fully understood. This is in part because of our inability to simultaneously measure the voltage dynamics within and
across targeted cell ensembles. Kannan et al. developed a suite of mutually compatible, genetically encoded voltage
indicators for high-speed voltage imaging of multiple genetically identified neurons in awake behaving animals. These
indicators can be uniquely combined for simultaneous recordings of spiking by ensembles of neurons. This technical
advance enables the first comprehensive studies of the real-time, millisecond-scale interactions between neurons of
distinct genetic classes. —PRS
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